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Landing at Vera Cruz Is Effected, and Admiral Fletcher Is Relieved of Command
UNITED STATES CITIZENS GIVEN SAFE CONDUCT
Huerta Arranges to Give All a Chance to Get Out of Territory Under His Control Federal Generals Who Burned Nuevq Laredo Are Reported as Trying to Cross the Border After
Leaviag a Trail of Destruction Behind Them
enWashington, April
Chile
and
voys of Brazil, Argentine
on
sought today to find some ground
which to base proposals to the United
States and Mexico which would settle
the difficulties between the nations,
the word was flashed from Vera Cruz
tnat Brigadier General Funston and
about 5,000 troops had arrived at the
base of American operations in the
Alexicau republic,
Chief, interest Ir.-- Washington ceuhowever,"
the
day,
tcreu throughout
Sn the activity of the South American diplomats who met early m the
to plan
iuy at the Argentine legation
the next step in the negotiations for
peace. Before the envoys began their
conference Secretary of State Bryan
was formally notified by, Ambassador
Uiano of Spain that General Huerta
mediahas, accepted the principal of
the
with
tion proposed. Coincident
Presimediators,
the
conference of
dent Wilson and the cabinet met in
abregular session, the subject of
Mexican
the
interest
being
sorbing
situation with peace proposals as the
particular matter under consideration.
Ambassador DaGama of Brazil sought
to confer with the secretary of state,
but ,JJr. BryanJ being at the cabinet
meeting, the' Brazilian ambassador
informed Bobert Lansing, counselor
of the department that General Huerta had given assurances that he
would protect Americana In depart' :,!
ing froraJMexico.
Wheamenibeibthe cabinet
reached the' Whit'eltlouse to enter on
the serious deliberations confronting
more
them, all of them appeared
cheerful than they had been for many
days, and several expressed the hope
would
eomething tangible and h6peful
come from the proposals to mediate
the dispute with Mexico. .
No new orders were Issued from the
but there
navy or war departments,
deamong
interest
enthusiastic
was
at
arrival
the
ovei
heads
partment
hearing
transports
Vera. Ctu& of the
4v
miih- -' Mv. brigade, comprising
rt Fourth. Seventh, Nineteenth, and
infantries under Brig
Twenty-eightFunston.
General
adier
Funston's Orders not Affected
'
in
Secretary Garrison Insisted early
ih rt.v that the mediation proposals
could not affect the orders to General
Funston. General Funston's Instrucartions were to land immediately on
!vai and snnin supreme command of
.

h

land forces.
Rear Admiral Fletcher, who has
been directing operations up. to tMa
,i.i!i
fiiorpfore. return to his
al
flagship, the Florida, withdrawing
so all of the bluejackets. That, part
of the marine 'force now ashore at
Vera Cm, has been detached from
the navy and now becomes part of
Funston's command. General
Funston also will take up the work un
dertaken, by. Admiral Fletcher, in
the administration of governmental affairs at Vera Crua.
a
The slate department receive!
l

"'.

morning.

Brigadier General Funston failed
on Rear Admiral Badger later and
talked over with him his plans for
the landing of the troops. An agree
ment was reached regarding the positions the soldiers were to occupy.
The infantrymen will take charge
of the positions along the outer line
ashore. The
a a tsnnn as thev come
seamen are to be relieved, detach
ment hv detachment, and will return
to their ships. The complete exchange
;
;..vr.-!the soldiers and the marines
,

i

Santa Fe.
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April 28. The entire
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Slate: Militia,, .Which..
Trying to
Keep Order, Is Ordered Out ot fee Way
Has-Been-

?
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REIGN OF ANAECI1Y AND BLOODSHED WILL

'
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Washington, April 28. President
Wilson today decided to order federal
troups to Colorado to restore order
in the coal strike district, where vir,
tual civil war exists.
,
reached after the
The dicision
president had gone over the Colorada
situation with his cabinet, during the
r
session, and
greater ixirt of a
a pnK'laniii.Uon will ha Issued later today oril. sir.!? federal soldiers to the
scene of the industrial onflich

i
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two-hou-
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rescue car from anuetields,
to Eccles, where 2G0 men are report
d entombed.
v
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countenancing, abetting or taking part
in such unlawful proceedings; and
I do hereby warn all persons engaged
or connectea witn sucn sani
j m
violence and obstruction of the
laws to disperse and retire peaceably
to their respective abodes on or be-- j
fore the thirtieth day of April, instant.
"In testimony whereof, I have here-- !
unto set my hand and caused the seal
of the United States to be a'tHed.
i

shows aiven hi this city. Several ed (Hi in a cwiIimi
botwirn the
iiun.irvtS
breeds of dogs never .before shown
and Secivtary Garrison at year of Our Lord, iW.: ti
president
and Fourteen, and of the independence
in California are included among the
2 o"clock this afternoon,
of the United States of America the
exhibits. The show "ill continue
Militia to be Withdrawn
one hundred and thirty-eightthree days.
to
in
a
The president,
telegram
"WOODROW WILSON,
Governor Amnions, requests tliat the
' By the President
constate legislature which is to be
"WILLIAM J. BRYAN,
HANGS
vened Msay 4 consider the whole sit"Secretary of State."
may be provided
uation, 9 that s
The president's telegram to GoverTO HIS BIG STAR for the state to reassert its authority nor Amnions was as follows:
and t limit the operation of the fed"In response to jour telegram deeral troops. The president asks also
a situation of domestic vioALBUQUERQUE CHIEF OF POLICE that, the militia be withdrawn tempor- - scribing
on
vour state, which you In
lence
REFUSES TO BE OUSTED
airly while the feed in i authorities re- formed me
has passed beyond
the
BY SUCCESSOR
store, order.
...
ability of the state to control, and
Troops from Kansas
your request to ma o disThe order prepared by Secretary conveying
Albuquerque, N. M., April 28. Dispatch, federal troopts pursuant to SecisF.
H.
RaynoMs
today
trict Judge
Karlsoti called for the detail of troops tion
Ait le lour of t 4 c
sued a temporary restraining order from oFrt Leavenworth, Kansas, to tmon Four,
of the United Watee, I
forbidding Mayor 1). II. TSoatright and Trinidad and Ludlow in the strike
to a 'i--jou ii f 'is .
George H. Thomas, who the mayor district and from Fort 0. A. flussel,
"That
si
.
df I o c
uti
from
has appointed chiof of police,
ity.
Wyo., to Canon
j ,.
ti rt tio Ur tt t i t
3
provides
Second
the
of
the
Leaevmworth
to
take
At Fort
possession
attempting
state on uppl a'i
office or interfere with the incumben- squadron of the Fifth cavalry is sta- protect
the
or of tiiO
E
legislturu
Rassel
Troops
cy of Thomas McMilHn, the present tioned and at F"rt
the
o hi w If f
are
(when
set
Twelfth
cavalry
a
the
h,)'tu
of
II
and
chief,
pending
hearing
police
vened
a iioi i co a
domes?!
folagainst
waiting orders.
fcfi .Saturday, May 2. The order
"i i ' '
.
nito
is
i
put
lows an attempt by Mayor Boatright,
Proclamation
President's
i
,
,
Thomas and a crowd of supporters to The president's proclamation reads: principally
' 0v
Seven and Tc, rt,
take forcible possession of the po
"By the President ot the United
1
lice chief's office last wight after the States of America: A proclamation: former mat- s it lawf d or
( J
dent, in the circumstances 0
tne
democratic majority in the city counis
j
It
by
provided
"Wheeras,
the
to
Thomas'
confirm
cil had refused
constitution of the United States that
land forces cr tne mi1 al ii
a
nomination...'.
the United States shall protect every
as
United
i
M.C
he
deems
States
ry
was
state In this union, on application of
Boatright is a republican and:
urn ie.rfslat.ure or of the executive and the lat'i r prrvif a t' t V
elected April 7. Five of'Hhe!!c6uiu:il-meed in his judgment it becomes r
reare democrats. The lay
(when the logisiatmw oncuoi oe con-- j
of
fary to so i.- - i f e fort i i
quires confirmation by a majorlrty
vened). against domestic violence;
h proclam.'i
forthwith
council.
When Thomas entered the
4ni) WheeraH. the governor of the
1
J t
the
t
inB"g
choirs office last night, armed with atn.i.ft--oColorado has represented
' i" i
to
t
said
in
the mayor's unapproved commission, tht"domUc yiole.-exists
leaMy
, . 1 n a js n e
...
,
he attempted to take Chief McMillin
1
U...fin
"UlJOn t
out by the arm. Thomas was throw n state are. unable to suppress; and has
; it 13
t
J ' "1
into the street. Police guarded the TL,i e ent d t'ltt i.L ti i,i o
i'
to,n'y
of iice all night .
nonvciie tiie lesislature of the state f jr mo 'i e the int.
'
t i i .1'. - fur
t
n 1
11
(
'i
111 tun
to
ie 1 , e
v ,"C l
a ty
cy;
POSTOFFICE DISCONTINUED
the
of
The
laws
"And
Whereas,
28.The postoffict
Santa Fe, April
i
ind .in pn c. He of I nion oun v (,1t an United Sate ronuire that in all Cases '"'"
t
Oil - : Sld oil. T
ot
or
st.Hte,
nt
;mr
in
hwiirwiiiin
s,
existence of n.tnte a number of
r- h '' e hi t
1;jw
thereof, whenhas hoea ordered utsctmUnuuiL Mad htruction
CJi)
' J i th 1
of
e
rmont
tne
ever
in the jti!
president
addressed to it will be sent to Hryan-tlnc in
1 '
Uv
or10
tidti
.becomes
been
it
have
the
while
nwfsiry
I
a
t
m.l
Ji'.u.
f ! to ' i
I
mirnary forces to suppress such
to
. to t
Isiitr f en or nin t n'lon to (he
t )
n
(1 rii
w
p
shall
forthwun
r
(he
v SHOOLb
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CE.SE

Regulars Erom Kansas and Wyoming Will Be on (he Way to Trinidad and Canon City Before Nightfall One Man Is Killed at
Walsenburg in a Battle Last Night Comparative Quiet
Portions of State.
Prevails in Other Strike-tor-

m--

No-gale-s,

Funston's Army Lands
Vera Cruz, April 28. The transports
combringing the Fifth army brigade
Nine
Seventh.
Fourth.
the
prising
teenth and Twtntylghth infantry reg
iments under .Brigadier Keneral Fred
erick Funston, were made fast at the
docks shortly before 10 o'clock this

j, TO DECIDE

1

fquestioa' of jurisdiction oyer the Fueb- lo Indians and their lands, wiU be
APE' CC-tfMINERS
IMPRISON
thrashed; out again before Federal
flIED
jvo
Judge William H. Pope on a dejnurrer
f IS THOUGHT
y'SHAr
to the indictment of San Juan Garcia
for tlie murder of Albert Leeds at
' Reama have been written and
Acoma,"
:
LITTLE
:"S3 CELQ CUT
'a long line of opinions handed down
in the territorial and federal courts.
S ARE BELIEVED Including the United Statee supreme
POISONOf
DONE THEIR
court, attacking some phase of this
TO HA
problem, but there are evidently phas-6- 8
r
LY WORK
.of it that have not heen cleared up,
t least the attorneys for San Juan
28. Two
V'ii., April
Beckely,
GaMia believe that they have the best
hudred ami
y inea are reported of it when they raise the question of
entombed by
uijjjosioa in the mine jurisdiction.
B. tMVatai'
or Colliery company make the arguments for the United
of the New
"l
e plohion occurred States and H. B. Jamison of Albuquerat Bcch's.
e of nien were at
when a full i
que for the defendant. Garcia is
work in hi; a it New. 5 and 6, each
of shooting Leeds who had the
down about i," reet deep, and could reputation of being a wizard who was
be heard in th 'owns of Bccles, near able to turn his enemies into dogs, so
which the mines
located. It was oused of shooting Leeds, who had the
kliOV'H that I'.'O mt;ji WvrS ill XnO. 5 front of Garcia's houee and the conrescue crew was tention is that Garcia while in the
and 76 in No. ti.
at once or'Miiii'd Rnd succeeded in houte shot Leeds while the latter was
'iitiaft to the bot- passing. The arguments tomorrow
dropping dowi
tom, where two meu were found bad- promise to he of great interest, not
ly burned and brought' to the sur- - only legally but also historically and
,
face. It is lcl vw .both were fatal- - otherwise.
'
ly hurt.
Another r'v
party was organized BENCH SHOW IN SAN FRANCISCO
and tried t; (
the mine. They
Sa Francisco, Calif., April 28. Blue
t,if not all, of tiie blooded dogs to the value of more
feared that: alt
entombed met;
than one million dollars were placed
on. display today at the opening of
Sftnt Out
Rescir;
the annual bench show of the Golden
i wil 28. The Gate Kennel club. There are more
Pittshurjih,
no
r , j of dots entered and they are of a hi.-Pittsburgh: w

Foreigners are Safe

a

AT WORK

m mnim

.

Rome, April 28. A dispatch today
report from Consul Simpich at
from Mexico City says:
Ariz., that 145 Americans with
,"The fact that foreigners are auon a trah thorized to leave constitute a pledge
13 children, had arrived
from Torres and that another fugitive of safety for all foreigners. Very few
train from Culiacan was expected Italians, French or Spaniards have
soon. Consul Hostetter reported his left, but many Germans, ami a numarrival at Nogales from Hermcsillo ber of British have departed."
with 60 Americans and the expected
arrival of !)0 more front Sinaloa. Con
Border Patrol Ready
sul Garrett reported all Americans
El Paso, Texas, April 2S. The divisremoved from the Nuevo Laredo Jis- - ion of troops now on the Mexican bor-.w-,
is xyr"i?,vcA io- - tak thft fivld ;),(
Americans Insulted
five minutesf notice ' fully equipped
Reports from Eagle Pass, Tex., Bay for a long and severe campaign, acAmerican refugees who come from cording to Brigadier General John J.
the interior of Mexico report they Peruhing, who took over today the
were insulted and threatened by fed command, of the United States troops
eral soldiers on their way to the bor- here., General Pershing said the
der.
ttroops had ibeen smppilied with 30
Consul Canada at Vera Cruz report days' field rations and sufficient amed a refugee leaving Cordoba Sunday munition and supplies to carry them
informed him no American 'property through any campaign the' war dehad been disturbed and that Ameri partment might deem necessary. Gencans were being detailed to prevent eral Pershing, who arrved early today
All Americana at the with the last sections of the Sixth and
mob violence.
Hacienda Potrero, Including Superin Sixteenth infantry regiments from

tendent H. W. Rayer, were taken to
Oordoba and held. Consul Canada
said he expected another train, .load of
Americana from Mexico City; to reach
InforVera Cm, today. He had-nmation as to the Americans at Taohu- ca, but said those detailed at Orizaba
were reported wll cared for.' ;
Railroad Being Destroyed
Consul Canada further reported the
railroad between Vera Cruz and Mexico City is toeing rapidly destroyed between Tejeria and the capital. The
ties were being burned and the rails
loaded on. cars and carried away.
Americans Safe in Capital
The consul alao reported he had re
ceived assurances from the Brazilian
minister In Mexico City that no
have been killed or were 1n
one
danger or none Imprisoned, exoe.pt
at Aguagi Calientes, who was delivered to the judicial authorities' "some
hitfa-nivanc- e
proofs having been fouftd r
revolutionists."
with the
Consul Btoeker reported CitfCtad
Porflrio Diaz is completly deserted,
the federals haivng retreated to Rosalia after a severe defeat by the Cfl.rranza forces.
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T
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mmJ

British Company Seized'
Rear Admiral Ftetdher last' evening
seized the- piers, yards and buildings
of the Terminal company, a; British-owiie- d
concern, control over which he
regarded as necessary in order to facilitate the itesumiptlon of the normal
business activity of the city. The
admiral had been endeavoring to rent
the property, hint could not come to an
agreement witfh the managers as to
the price to he paid.
,T
Treated Prisoners Nicely..
Six federal soldiers who wandered
too close to the American lines were
captured late yesterday by marines.
There la no desire among the Americans to attack or in any way assume
the offensive against the Mexicans, so
when the marines found themselves in
possession of a souad of Huerta soldiers, they did their best to entertain
them. They gossiped with the Mexicans regarding the news beyond the
lines and after a field luncheon shook
hands with them and sent them away.
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Met
Washington, April
'
at noon.'
Debate resumed on naval appropria
tion bill.
Ways and means committee post
poned until December consideration
o
of
coupon bill.
Judiciary committee continued con
bilk
sideration of anti-truPublio lands committee reported
Church bill authorizing secretary of
the interior to lease to occupants unpatented oil or gas lands in Califor-

San rFancisco, made an immediate in
spection of the border patrol here. He
established his headquarters at Fort
Bliss, but the Sixth and Sixteenth regiments haev been encamped in thiis
city and are expected to remain here.
With the arrival of the infantry regiments from the Presidio, San Francisco, the movement of the troops toward tliis section of the .border apparently hag been completed, at least for
"
;
the time.
.t
Colonel C. A. P. Hatfield, wliS-been in .command here and who was
relieved toy General Pershing, has
been ordered to take command of the
Second cavalry brigade, which i scattered along the Arizona hordr. Colonel Hatfield and the headqaiartera'
staff of the Second brigade will leave
Thursday for Douglas, Arlz.'where he
will psfablwh headquarters.

anti-tobacc-

st

nia,

,

Agriculture committee continued
hearing against future trading in
'
; sp-,
,
grain.
William
Mine committee i;jti0ard
Green, secretary and treasurer of United Mine Workers of America, advocating the Taylor bill to create an
additional experimental station.
Senate: Met, at noon,.
Passed La Follette resolution callcommising on interstate-commercsion for all communications In ths
rate increases cases.
A Trail of Destruction
Considered bill to increase limit of
Laredo, Texa?, April ,28. Mexican postal savings bank deposits.
federals retreating from Nuevo Laredo, after dynamiting the border city, miles above Laredo, Texas, according
left a trail of desaruction behind them, to a state department report today.
It is supposed here thepe federals
p:Cording to a train crew arriving
here today with the abandoned troop are part of the command, which dynatrains rused by the federals in (heir mited Nuevo Laredo, a few days ago
Lo when
it was feared they wonid destroy
flight. The towns of Satic'aea and
Jarita wera "ompictol:.' destroyed, the international bridge between the
they reported and the inhabitants Mexican town and Laredo, Texas.
t'ave fled ! the hills.
They afterwards left for the south to
'
The rebel commander at Nuevo
join other federal forces supposed to
today reported to the American be operating between N'uevo I.arefl
authorities here that the federal net Monterey.
troops who Friday evacuated the
town were trying to reach the Rio
Grande above Laredo. United States
AMERICANS KILLED
Vera CrtW, April 28, An un- troops at Miners were ordered to be
on the alert. Army officials say noconfirmed report received here
"todajjr says six Americans were
thing had been seen of the federals
at noon.
taken from jail at Cordoba mid
killed, also another American 4.
Federals Try to Cross Border
killed at, Cosamnlcnnsin, CO mifca 4
Neither
Washington, April 28. Two federal 41 s.nth of Vera
ernerals and their commands who j, Fletcher nor Consul Canada, had
were driven buck by constitutionalists
v.hot is ret.ran'"il as conclusive
from the southern part of the state of
infort'i'iii'in, of the execution, but J
N'uevo Leon sre attempting to cross
are invost'Fi!Rs.
!
!.
the United States border about 30
.
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more thuu $tiOyHKi more
essary. The sugar duties might no $loi,OUt,Ku or
ium
uso.
a soiuewmu f:..,,,r
a
coffee
a
than
year
tax
or
imposed upon
NOT restored
CO
market
money
tha
iu
exists
tone
these
propostea.
to
addition
and
in
it t Lil Li
aud com
als, some of which may not prove ac- rates for both time money
OF
ad vane- ceptable, the expectation is chat the mercial paper having slightly..n..t.WftTt
"
some
seen
government will make, a liberal bond ed. There has
issuo on a basis of 3 and one-halper of gold exports to Paris, but these Enhanced Dy Perfect Physi
cent It is practically certain that an rnav be offset at any time by tne
cal Health.
issue on these lines would be prompt- nrosDCcts of a government bond issue
ATEH"
factor
a
as
ly absorbed. Of coJurse a bond issue at home. Home politics
The experience of Motherhood is a try
would withdraw capital from other have for the time being been over
ing one to most women and marks dis
of the tinctly an epoch m their lives. JMoJ one
STRUGGLE and more productive directions, end shadowed by the seriousness
DECLARES
CLEWS
woman In a hundred is prepared or unfurther
the
ana
general Mexican outlook,
nothing
might temporarily depress
AMERICAN
AFFECT
MAY
derstands how to properly care for herno
situation.
however,
There
rate
market.
is,
bond
in
the
bus developed
FINANCES CONSIDERABLY
self. Of course nearly every woman
in
not
desirable,
entirely
lack of capital seeking
The foreign outlook is
nowadays lias medical treatment at such
vestment, and the government ibond satisfactory. Russia 1b in fear of fresh times, but many approach the experi
New York, April 28 The loug issue for carrying on war with Mexico
Austria is ence with an organism unfitted lor the
revolutionary difficulties.
dreaded clash with Mexico has come. would have little harmful effect. Mex- fearful of international complications
trial of strength, and when it is over
her system has received a shock from
What the end will he is at present ico will be unable to. wire, any con which might arise in event of the a
which it is hard to recover, t oiiowing
for
amount
of
still
capital
foroign
siderable
is
ed emperor's death. Paris
beyond human foresight. A costly
a
factor which feelinz the after effects of the late right upon this comes the nervous strain
war,
on
the
carrying
war may result, but there is still hope
of caring for the child, and a distinct
would hasten prostration in Mexico
and threat change in the mother results.
that it may he averted. The effect and tend to shorten, the period of hos European financial strain,
us for gold. lxn-There ia nothing more charming than
of such a calamity upon domestic bus tilities. It is generally argued that be ens to draw upon
because
happy and healthy mother of children,
iness should not bo particularly seri- cause the stock market made a sharp don is in fairly good shape
under the right
of Britain's extraordinary prosperity and indeed child-birt- h
ous. Temporarily it will act as a stimrally after the opening of the Spanish
mood and conditions need be no hazard to health or
ulus upon certain industries. Its ef-- war, similar results will follow the yet is in a Very cautious
explainable thing is
toward our Mexican beauty. The
lect in local nnoncui circles na
of hostilities in Mexico. In decidedly .critical securities have
evidence of shattered
all
with
the
that,
ready been largely discounted. Ultfr , mppai of ma argument, it Is said policy, Mexican
nerves and broken health resulting from
considerably n that market, an tmprepared condition, and with am
mateiy it means xne opening oi a vasi that the Mexican difficulties have al
rewhich is much more pessimistic
and rich territory, specially in the
ple time in which to prepare, women
ready been fairly well discounted, and
of war than will persist in going blindly to tne tnai.
the
consequences
north of Mexico, to American and for- that
garding
prices are already low owing to
eign enterprise. Nevertheless a pro- the combination with other dtepressJng ourselves.
Every woman at this time should rely
Much as tho Mexican outbreak Is to noon Lydia E. Finkham'a Vegetable
longed period of disorder and Idleness factors. Prices of the active stocks
will he apt to affect Investments in are now down to about the low point be deplored, it will have the effect Compound, a most valuable tonic and
new activities and diverting invigorator ox the female organism.
Mexican railiwads, mimes, oil wells, of
November, 1913, all of the advance starting
etc., unfavorably. So it is premature obtained in January having practically public attention from Ills upon which
In many homes
to form any 'positive convictions re- disappeared.
It has been brooding far too long. once childless there
it is true, has serious are now children begarding the immediate future value of
Outside of the Mexican Incident, The nation,
fact
these properties. The whole Mexican
domestic ploblems to solve. This has cause of the Pink-hamfinancial
in
the
there is little change
's
that Lydia E.
will
case
and
situation Is one of extreme uncertainthe
always
been
Railroad earnings are always
situation.
Vegetable
be
on,
can
must go
hardly
ty, and a strict parallel
smaller decreases than was be. Business, however,
Compound makes
found in our war with Spain. That showing
Fond, dothine and shelter must be women
There
two
ago.
or
a
month
normal,
case
the
case
nature
of the
and healthy and strong.
struggle from the
more activity in the provided und'er all circumstances,
was upon the high seas and quickly has heen rather
new
development
the railroads having placed while enterprise and
If you want special advice write to
settled. Cuba was an island, easily iron trade,
have been temporarily restrained the
for
orders
of
equipment.
E. Finknam Jttealcme uo. (confl'
number
a
Lydia
a
In
directions.
in
on
many
approached
of gen regular activities of life are going
revival
a
also
dential)
Lynn, Mass.' Tour letter will
There
is
partial
contest with Mexico our army may
must he remem be opened read and answered by a
as
usual.
It
much
where
depresin the west,
have to cover a large territory, niotun- eral trade
has very lib woman and held In strict confidence.
betn less severe than in the bored that the market
tainoug In character and inhabited by sion has
unfavorable
the
discounted
reerally
are
still
a population of fifteen millions, a east. Crop conditions
UNION ASSOCIATION OPENS
and in case of favorable
conditions,
a
of
in
spite
Koodly portion of which will scatter markably satisfactory
Salt Lake City,, Utah, April 28. The
a
would
see
we
general
developments,
of
to the mountains and keep up an ln- backward season. From all parts
Union Baseball Association started its
the recovery in this maricet President
definite guerilla warfare, somewhat the country reports come that
fourth season today, with Murray play
insists
to
still
is
be
it
noted,
Wilson,
winand
similar possibly to the Boer war. Un soil is in excellent uondition ; and
at this writing that our government ing at. Ogden, Helena at Boise
less favorable developments transipiire, ter wheat continues to maintain its has not as
in this city. Boise and Murray
Butte
war
declared
against
yet
war with Mexico will likely be a long exceptioally high stand in nearly all
newcomers in the association this
.Mexico, Nevertheless the outlook is are
still
are
trafies
textile
Our
sections.
a
London
is
and costly struggle.
taking the places formerly held
year,
our
far from clear, and in view of
The
more active market for Mexican secur somewhat depressed by curtailed conFalls and Missoula.
Great
drifting into deeper difficul- by
ities than New York, and the financial sumption, low prices, labor problems possibly
(has been split into
this
schedule
year
uncertainties. General ties we repeat our former advice of two seasons, the first ending July 5
effect of a prolonged war will be felt and tariff
in financial operations.
Is
trade
fairly well maintained, but caution
at that center as weH as New Torlc
and the second on September IX A
HENRY CLEWS.
cases
in
have
many
prices
declining
war
would
probtotal of 120 games will be played.
Financing of the
serious inroads on prorather
made
be.
stamp
through
accomplished
ably
taxes and the issue to start with of fits. As a result quite a number of
E. J. Simmons of Trinidad came
three per cent treasury notes which .iecreases in dividends have recently in last niffht for a short business EDDY COUNTY HAS MANY
dividend
lolal
ihe
and
oth.pen
reported,
could be readily marketed. Some
er forma of taxation may also be nee distribution in May is calculated at visit iu thio city.
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Santa, Fe, April 28 Superintend
ent of Public Instruction AJvan in
White expects to leave tomorrow foi
Roy, Mora county, Governor McDon
aid expects to deliver the commence
ment address at Gallup on. May 8, anc
Miss Mannette Myers, supervisor 0!
industrial education, left this evening
for Tularosa, Otero county, to attenc
the commencement exercises, havinj
just returned from Raton. Superin
tendent "White today issued the for
mal notlc9 that New Mexico head
quarters at the National Education
association meeting at St. Paul will
be rooms 309 and 311 at the St. Paul

SURE TO GET MIXED, ANYWAY
Hotelkeeper's Reasoning Settled All!
Argument About Clean Plate
for the Drummen,
The drummer from New York was
.naking his first trip through Maine
and had traveled up into the Aroostook region, where the towns are
small and far apart and the chief prod
ucts potatoes and Christmas trees.
Here he stopped over night in a
hamlet that possessed merely a very
primitive inn. At dinner there was
no soup, but he was served with fish.
Then instead of dIh plate being
changed the waitress came with a
platter of meat and placed a generous
helping carefully on one side of the
fish bones. The drummer did not balk
at that, for he was very hungry and
ready to pass over almost anything
for the sake of a good meal, and he
though It might be the regular Maine

manded:
"What do you want of all. them dif
ferent plates, anyway? Have you got
partitions on your insides?"
And the drummer, realizing that the
hotel was charging him only $2.50 a
day, which had been exacted In ad
vance, meekly subsided and ate hl&
pie humbly.
INNOCENT

OF THAT ANYWAY

One Form of Interference, and the
Most Harmful, of Which Youth
Waa Not Guilty.
know that a horse
that Interferes--thIs, hits the ankle
of one foot with the shoe of the other
foot suffers greatly. While a human
being with the same habit may not
suffer much physically, yet he is likely
to be sensitive about it.
Bion Talmage had this unfortunate
habit. As Caleb Peaslee remarked
upon one occasion, "Bion sounds more
like a procession than he does like the
man walking." And when you listened
to the sturdy thumps of his shoes, and
the entirely different sounds made
when he hit bis ankles, Caleb did not
seem so far wrong, after all.
Among his neighbors these comments did not. rankle, but when Bion
was crossing Kenduskeag bridge, In
Rangor, and an Idler saw fit to remark upon his peculiarity, Bion's re
sentment was swift and pointed.
Bion had passed the Idler
when

clumg-whackety- !

clump-whacket-

the latter called after him:
"Say, mister, you interfere a little,
don't you?"
Bion turned and fixed the questioner with an agate eye.
"Not with other folks' business, 1
don't," he returned, succinctly.
Youth's Companion.
About Your Eyes.

What Is the color of your eyes? Are
brown, black or hazel?
they blue-graDo you know the old folks used tc
read points of a person's - iharactei
from the coloring of the eyes? Today
lots of people hold the same beliefs
men
They will tell you that blue-eyeand women are really capable of doing
very fine things if they are properly
trained. Usually those who have blut
eyes are affectionate and loving, and
Hotel.
enjoy nothing so much as that whici
female
of
pubThe average salary
has a dash of daring in it And the
lic school teachers in Eddy county woman with black
eyes! She is be
13
$441.83. of male teachers $625.88 lieved to be quick and fiery, thougb
woman will remain cala
according to statistics compiled by the gray-eyethe department of education today. through similar circumstances. Hazel
The average monthly salary is $65.20. eyes are supposed to be very beauti
The salaries range from $30 a month ful, and to indicate a beautiful charao
ten always ready for
to $143.33. Four of the teachers have
Sulky, had tempers are believed to bt
life certificates, five have five year, an
of dark
especial accompaniment
'
seven 3 year, 50 first grade, 18 sec- brown eyes.
ond grade and two third grade certificates. ' Of the 86 teachers, 26 are
Personalities In Court.
men. Of the 27 school districts in
Counsel used to insult one anothei
the county, one has 16 rooms, one 15 pretty freely in court. Mr. J. A. Foote
rooms, 2 have 6 rooms, 2, 4 rooms, K. C, who was called to the bar it
five 3 rooms, and one has two rooms. 1875, writes in "Pie Powder":
"It is not the custom for leading adOf the school houses, one has 5 rooms vocates of
the present day to quarrel
3
4
one
four have rooms, oa has and
except occasionally with the judge oi
2 rooms.
of the school during the luncheon interval; but It
Forty-onhouses are owned by the districts; j 28 has not always been so, and things
are frame; 6 stone, 3 brick, 3 adobe have" been said In public, even by men
and one concrete. Twelve are report- of acknowledged position, which ap
ed in excellent, 10 in good, 14 in fair pear almost incredible when written
down.
end 5 lu poor condition. The school
"I remember, for example, a Board
census shows 3,943 persons, the en- of Trade inquiry, where the leader on
rollment is 2,571 English speaking and one side interrupted his opponent by
305 Spanish speaking children.
The declaring that his nerves would not
average daily attendance is 2,137. allow him to remain in court unless
There are. 13 .school libraries in the his learned friend moderated bis strident voice. The strident one
county with 2,548 volumes valued at that he would endeavor to do soreplied
if his
,
$2,235.
friend would turn away his ugly mug.
Both criticisms were perfectly just."
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GOVERNORS MEET
Louts; Ma, April 28. Plans to
make the Mississippi valley "the great-
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Laces and Embroideries
During the remainder of the week our entire stock of
laces and embroideries are on sale Our stock of laces is large
and well selected Shadow laces, tarchons, clunys, valencinnes,
nets, haby Irish, etc. itis a pleasure to select your laces here
All oTer Embroideries, floancings, insertions, corset cover embroideryall on sale this week at

13 OFF THE REGULAR PRICE.

30c Baja Ratines 20c yd
Here's another item for
special sale the remainder of the week 40 in. wide, in the following shades: Lavender, mcd. blue, maize, tan, khaki, pink, and black, all are solid
colors, and guaranteed against sun and
price 30c yd.
tub-Re-

gular

SFECIAL AT 20c YD.

at

e
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Son

All horsemen

d
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style.

Presently, however, the girl brought
In another platter full of pieces of pie
and one of these she slid off on the
same, plate. Then the traveler thought
it time to call a halt, for he had not
yet become ;jsed to pie with fish
flavor.
The serving maid waa a hit uncer
tain whether he could have the clean
date he requested and called the
landlord in, to whom the guest ex
plained Us trouble. The host listened
attentively, but when the, drummer
finished he withered that modest New
Yorker with a look of scorn and de

WATCH

Las VeasLoadingStoro

Naturally.
"This is going to put me in a very
est and richest unit of population the trying position," he muttered.
"What, my dear?" she asked.
world has ever known" were discussed
"I have been summoned to serve on
here today at the conference of gova jury."
on
the
ernors of states bordering
Mississippi river. The conference met
His Status.
In response to a call of Governor El
"There goes a man who makes it a
erhardt f Minnesota. Drainage, the
point to treat all women ill."
conservation of water powers and the
"The brute! Who is he?"
"You see, lie could hardly treat them
improvement of river n.vi.sjation were
the principal subjects
when they're-well- ,
lie's a doctor."

"Perfection No J8,
ADJUSTABLE DRESS FORM

M

The upper or body portion is in eight sections and is made
of our special, fibre Papier-Machwhich is practically indestructible, the sides, fronts and backs are harnessed by metalic,
slotted stays.
e,

This form is now moulded on long contour lines, and a very liesiraMe

improvement has been made in the cutting of tbe form under the Dust
line, which (fives the added feature of HIGH and LOW bust effect. Another srreat improvement is the luzy hip slides, which permit the easy
and independent adjustment of the hips to a large variety of shapes.
The materials and workmanship are of the biuhest (Trade.
Skirt i
also adjustable and made of flat, riveted steel bands. It has a firm iron
standard permittinge ra isin ata lowering to any desiied ..kirtietit'i U.
fc

Price, Jersey Covered
MORTGAGE HELD INVALID

Santa Fe, April 2S. In the case of
the Central Electric company vs. The
Socorro Electric company, In the federal court, the mandate of the circuit
court of appeals reversing the lower
court, wasi formally entered today. The
mandate holds invalid a mortgage for
$15,000 given .by the defending., company to Harry Dougherty, trustee, for
the bondholders James G. Fitch, C. T.
Brown and F. A. Drake. Judge M. C
Mechem had entered a decree nunc
pro tunc upholding the mortgage just
at the time that New Mexico became a
state and the case was removed to
the federal court. The claim of the
Central Electric company amounts jto
'

$11.

50.

been exonerated of the charges filed
against him by two Santa Fe Indian
officials, One of the charges against
Tucker is said to have been drunkenness. Tucker was formerly democratic national committeeman from
Mrs. Wm. T. Thompson, of Battle
'
"I have been
Creek, Mich, writes:
troubled With indigestion, sour stomach and bad breath. After talcing two
bottles of Chamberlain's Tablets I am
well
These tablets are splendid
none better." For sale by all dealers.
Adv..
ZIMMERMAN ASKS BIDS

Santa Fe, April 28. John U Zimmerman, in charge of the internal revenue; ofice here and also custodian of
CALIFORNIA CLUB WOMEN
Riverside, Cal., April 28 Every the federal building, today opened
train coming into Riverside today bids for fuel and supplies. , Until the
brought delegates to the thirteenth an- awards have been approved at Washnual convention of the California Fed- ington, thety will not be made public.
eration of Women's Clubs and all in
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
dications pointed to a
That Contain Mercury
attendance. The regular sessions of,
j
the convention will begin tomorrow as, mercury will surely destroy the
morning and continue until the end of sense of smell apd completely derange ;
'
the whole system when entering H
.
tha week.
through the mucous surfaces. Such
Children's Diseases very Prevalent articles should never be used 'except
on prescriptions from reputable phyWhooping cough Is about every- sicians, as the damage they will dewhere. Measles and scarlet fever al- ls ten fold to the
good you can posmost as bad. Use Foley's Honey and sibly derive from them. Hall's CaTar Compound for Inflamed throats tarrh Cure, manufactured
by P. J.
and coughing. Mrs. I. C. Hostler, Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains
Grand Island, Nebr., says: "My three no mercury, and Is taken internally,
children had severe attacks of whoopacting directly upon the blood and
ing cough,, and a very few doses of mucous surfaces of the system. In
Foley's Honey and Tar gave great re- buying Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure
lief." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross you
get the genuine. It' Is taken InDrug Store. Adv.
ternally and made" in Toledo, Ohio,
by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials
.
Why It Sulta particular People
free.
Foley's Honey ana Tar Compound
Sold by druggists.
Price 75c per
is prompt and effective for coughs, bottle.
colds, croup, hoarseness, bronchial
Take Hall's Family Pills for concoughs and throat troubles. Thomas stipation. Adv.
Verron, Hancock, Mich., writes: "Foley's Honey and Tar quickly relieves Nothing So Good for a Cough or Cold
When you have a cold you want
tickling throat and stops tha cough
with no bad after effect." It contains 'ha host medicine obtainable so as
no opiates and is pure. That's why
rid of it with the least possible de
it suits particular people. O. G lay. There are many who consider
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Chambertoin's Cough Remedy unsurAd.
passed. I.frs. J. Boroff, Elida, Ohio.
says, "Ever since my daughter Ruth
TUCKER IS EXONERATED
wag CWTPd of a sever cold and cough
Santa Fe, April 28. Word was re by CSamburlaln's Cough Remedy two
ceived today from Washington, that years ago, I have felt kindly disposed
Guy Tucker, special agent of the de toward the manufacturers
of that
partment of tha interior, who spent preparation. I know of nothing so
several weeks in Santa Fe, investig'at. fjnfck to relieve a cough or cure a
ing a number ef Indian cases hasj cold," For sale by all dealers. Adv.
?5,000.
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STOR S BRIDE A

CAPABLE YOUNG

mm
REPORTS
TO ALL
DRIVE A MOTOR
AND RIDE A HORSE

ACCORDING

SHE

CAN

New York, April

28.

a tall,

TTpon

fair haired girl of 20 years, raised In
the country and loving It, knowing
little of society but destined to know
much more, the eyes of the fashionable world are centered just now.
She Is Miss Helen Dinsmore Hunt-ingtowho this week is to become
of Vincent Astor, the head
bride
the
of the Astor family in America and
the master of a fortune of nnarly
$100,000,000.
of Mr. Astor prenew perfection in type of the
American society girl, having enjoyed the advantages of having been
horn and brought up on a country estate, as djo the girls ot the best English families. From childhood Miss

The

bride-to-b- e

sents a

Huntington has led an
life. At 16 she was sent to a private school at Dobb's Ferry, not a
great way from her home on the
Hudson. After the first winter at
school came Instructive tours of Europe with her parents, two winter
seasons in this city, where the famn
hotel,
ily lived at the
nd sojourns at the country homes
of friends and relatives 'during
spring or atJtuTin.
came from a
Miss Huutlngton
sturdy and athletic stock, and showed it as soon as she was able to run
about. Her father, who was graduated from Yale in 186h, was tennis
e
champion of his university, and
she was ten years old Miss
Huntington began to take an inter-s- t
in the tennis courts. She also,
like most other girls brought up at
country homes, became proficient in
swimming while scarely more than
a child, arid before she went awp.y
to the finishing school she was able
to sail a sloop and to operate any
motor craft, whether slow or swift.
Since then, she has on several creations held the steering wheel of one
or the othtr of VIr. Astor's rvviii
'hydroplanes, tearing up or down file
V'udson river to ihe delight of those
on trains or along the shore who
may have been spectators. In learning to drive her own automobile she
was aided by Mr. Astor who has a
thorough knowledge of motor
in all its branches.
The marriage next Thursday will
unite two of New York's oldest and
best known families. Hiss Huntington's maternal grandfather was William B. Dinsmore, who died in 188S
In his seventy-eightyear, leaving a
large fortune to his children. His estate at Staatshulrg extended over two
thousand of the picturesque rolling
acres between Staatsburg and Rhine-becEventually ahout 500 acres of
the estate came to Mrs. Huntington
tnd in the center of the property,
ovcrlookir.j, Ihe Hudson, Hopeland
House, a largo three story structure
n
cf. red brick and sandstone of
a
was
few
erected
design,
years ago.
Vincent Astor represents thb fifth
generation from John Jacob Astor,
the founder of the great Astor fortune. He was a student in Harvard
University where his father had

been educated when Colonel Astor
met his heroic and tragic death in
the sinking of the Titanic in the
spring of 1912. On November 15 of
that year he celebrated his twenty-firs- t
birthday and came into complete
possession of the Astor estate. He
did not return to Harvard to complete
his course, but decided to devote himself to the management of his properties. Since then, except for short
periods when he has found recreation on board his steam yachts and
power boats, or at the family country
places, he has spent several hours
each day in the offices of the Astor
street.
estate in West Twenty-sixtVincent Astor and his father were
devoted, "more like chums than father and son," to use the words of a
warm friend of eacn. it was logical,
therefore, that he should follow in
the footsteps of Colonel Astor in taking an active itnerest in the civic
matters ad public 'movements. 'He
was appointed to numerous ipublic committees by the lato Maycfr Gaynor
atid has made it a rule to attend such
committee meetings, especially when
details of important public celebrations or charitable movements have
been Involved.
Mr. Astor was born in the old
homestead at Fifth avenue and Thirty-fourth
street, five months before-higrandfather died and his father
became head of the house. He was
so frail a baby that only unremitting
care kept him alive. His health Imas he grew to - manhood,
proved
though even in recent years he has
had several severe spells of illness
and has never enjoyed! what might be
called rugged health. He normally
looks mure boyish dan he Is. He has
his father's. height but not his weight
by 40 pounds. Ho has not his breadth
of shoulders by several inches, and
the father's strong wfll and determination shows only in the son's chin.
h

WILL RESUME

he-for-

h

Eliza-beththe-

DRILLING

Santa Fe, April 28. District Judge
Abbott of Santa Fe was elected
a director of the San LFuan Basin Oil
company at a meeting of stockholders
which voted to resume drilling on its
well, $2,500 being in the treasury to
complete the work. The other directors elected were: Arthur Pomsford,
of Denver; W. Goff Blackk Axtec;
Frank Staplin, Albuquerque, and C. C.
E. C.

Grade.n, Durnngo.

Rheumatism and Kidney Trouble
Positive In action for backache,
weak hach, rheumatism, kidney and
bladder troubles. P. J. Boyd, Ogle,
Texas, writes: "After taking two bottles of Foley Kidney Pills, my' rheumatism and kidney trouble are completely gone." Safe and effective. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store
Adv;

Stomach Trouble Cured.
Mrs. H. G. Cleveland, Arnold, Pa.,
writes, "For some time I Buffered
from stomach trouble. I would have
sour stomach and feel Moated after
eating- - Nothing benefited me until I
got Chamberlain's Tablets. After tak
ing two bottles of them I was cured."
For sale by all dealers Adv.
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44 4The Great "Tiverton Meteor"
During the height of a severe thunderstorm, which swept over Tiverton,
Rhode Island, on- the evening of August 27, 1913, a terrible crash sounded
over the town. Windows were broken, pictures and china thrown down,
-

-

fry's Puro Malt OTskoy
Is Protected by This Trade-mar- k

m

Regular Bowel Movement From Infancy Insures Good Health in
Later Years
We cannot all start life with the advantages ot money, but every child
bora is entitled to the heritage of
good health. Through unfortunate Ignorance or carelessness in the feeding
of a haby its tiny stomach may become disarranged,
The disorder
spreads to the bowels and before the
mother realizes it Che two chief organ on which the Infants comfort
and health, depend are clausing it
great suffering. If the condition is allowed to continue grave ailments often result!,
There is, however, no occasion for
alarm, and the sensible thing to do
but it should be done instantly is to
give tihe baby a small dose of a mild
laxative-tonIn the opinion of a
great many people, among them such
n
persons as the parents of
Bertha Lee Woodard, 3 years old, of
Moultrie, Ga., the proper remedy Is
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, Mrs. I.
N. Woodard says that little Bertha
was trpubled with constipation for
over a year and that after trying several different kinds of remedies she
found her relief in Syrup Pepsin. It is
pleasant-tastinlaxative,
,a
mild,
Which every person likes, does not
gripe nor cramp, and contains that
most excellent of digestants, pepsin.
DiV Caldwell's' Synup Pepsin Is especially intended for infants, children,
women, old people and all. others to
whom harph cathartics, ualt waters,
well-know-

g

a great commotion caused. The
soon spread abroad that the
people who lived near Stone Bridge
which spans the water between Tiverton and Newport, had seen a great
bail of dull red fire shoot across the
sky in the direction of the river, not
very far from the bridge. One. gentleman of excellent reputation declared that he saw it plainly,1 and that
the shock was so great when it struck
the water that he was thrown to the
ground and stunned. This evidence
was readily accepted, and the fame of
Tiverton's meteor
spread rapidly.
Great regret was expressed that there
was no hope of rescuing it from its
;jrave in 30 feet of water.
Shortly, however, three fishermen
who lived nearby showed great interest in the possibility of bringing it
to the surface. They ascertained the location where the fireball was supposed to have gone down, and soon
after went out very early one morning in quiest of it. We may imagine
the joy and surprise of the Tiverton
people when the three men returned
in the afternoon with a great dark
How they
mass the lost meteor!
got it into the net, how it nearly dragged them into the water, and how
they cracked it by dropping it on the
dock, proved such a interesting story
that the trio had to go over it again
and again. A dense throng soon appeared to view the visitant from the
skies. Offers were received by the
lucky men from many quarters, which
they repeated with pride. Soon they
began to charge ten cents a peep,
and the writer duly, offered his dime.
The stone certainly looked like a visIt was
itor from other worlds.
smooth and shiny, heavy as lead, hut
brittle and seamed, showing crystal
formations in the seams. The throng
came with Its dimes; the Associated
Press sent representatives, and newspaper men, enough to start a war,
were soon on the scene.
Finally, the happy owners removed
the meteorite to Fall River, where, in
a store, It again drew a, large crowd
at a dime each. Just as they were
planning to take it to the Brockton
fair, a scholar of note appeared and
d
an
solid mass
gave the
examination. He was familiar with
the country rounc! about the spot
where this was foundi and also familiar with meteors. He was obliged
was
to report that this wonder-ston- e
or
more
than
less
a
potful of
nothing
slag from an old copper mine near
the Stone Bridge. He added that
man yfishermen finding them of the
right size and weight, ' had used these
3lag balls as ballast.
Tiverton was not ready to give up
yet, however. What should be said of
the terrible explosion and the ball of
fire seen by so nany? About the explosion there was certainly no doubt;
broken windows don't come from the
imagination. The inhabitants stood
firmly by their meteor, until a local
contractor wen to got soma dyBaikite
from his store-chestIt was gone,
and the rasials a party of mischievous boys who stole it and exploded
it on an Island in the river were
soon discovered. The contractor refused to prosecute the boys much to
the disgust of the oldest inhabitant,
who feels the indignity which his
town has undergone very keenly. And
bo ends the history of the great "Tiverton Meteor." From the May Wide
andi
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BERTHA LEE WOODARD
pills, etc., are distressing. In fact, in
the common disorders of life, such as

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

Business in its widest sense of commerce and industry is only a means to
an end, remarks the Chicago Evening
Post It is an instrumental activity,,
a buttressing and bulwarking of a
personal and social life that should be
bigger and more important than any
of the tools by which It mainta!n"
itself.
To make business an end in
Itself, to devote one's whole life to It
instead of merely safeguarding cno'e
life by it, Is not only a miiitake, nut a
blighting one. For business Inevitably
makes demands on a man's charactei
which would rapidly sear and scar h
If the contrary demands of culture,
religion and the art of. using kisurr
did not counteract.
A little illustration of this tendency
only a straw In point of size, but no
without its indicative value is. givei.
by German manufacturers. Tbey arc
sending out slips to all their ccrre
spondents asking them to omit al
forms of courtesy in their future cor
respondence. Terms equivalent tc
our "Dear Sir" and "Yours truly'
waste too much time. With half a
man's life spent on a schedule o
such severe utilitarianism as that, the
need for a counteracting mood of ap
preciatton, of the cultivation of th
graces of life, is obvious. The ider.
of devoting all one's activities to tbf
demands of such a spirit and toe
many men do Just that Is revolting
to the most rudimentary sense of rela
tive values in human life.
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How da Vinci Got His Models for

"The last supper"
On the wall of an old monastery
".Last
in1 Milan hangs the famous
Vinci.
It is
Leonardo
of
da
ciupper"
said that this 'artist, in painting the
the
laces of the Aposties, studied
countenances of good men whom he
knw. Whui he was ready to paint
the face of Christ he could find none
that would satisfy ais conception. After years of careful search the painter
happened to meet one Pietro Bandi-nellof exquisite voice,
a choir-boto the cathedral. Being
belonging
struck, by the beautiwl features and
tender manner that hespoke an angelic soul, the artist induced the boy
to be the study for the Divine face.
Ail was done carefully and reverently, but the picture was yet incomplete, for the face of Judas was ab.
sent. Again the painter set about in
search of a countenance. Years pass-ebefore iiO, ttarch ' was rewarded
and the picture finally completed. As
the artist was about to dismiss the
miserable and degraded wretch who
had been his awful choice, the man
lookd up at him and said:
"You have painted me before."
With amazement, the painter learned that the man was Pietro Bandinel-11- .
During those intervening years
Pietro had been at Rome studying
music, had met with evil companions
and fallen into shameful dissipation
and frime. From "Coincidences" In
the May Strand.
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GALLEGOS WILL RESIGN

Santa Fe, April 28. Acasio Galle-goa- ,
former assistant superintendent
of public instruction, has been reinstated as probate clerk for Torrance
county by Judge Granville A. Richard
son at Roswell, who dismissed the
case under which Gallegos had been
suspended, the district attorney announcing that he would not- prosecute
the case further, the three county commissioners suspended at the same
time having beeh acquitte-- by a jury.
Gallegos announces he will resign on
April 30.

A young woman ran down the
gangway of the ship just in from
South American ports, and Sung hex
arms about the neck of a man who
had been waving to h,er.
he cried,
"Gracious, - Natalie!"
"what's the matter with your hair"
It's red, and It was blonde when you
went away."
Oh,' smiled the young woman,
"that's the result of a shampoo from
the water of a little lake in lea, Peru
She told that during a recent visit
to lea she had found that the Indiana
there had their hair tinted every in
aginable color. She learned that they
dyed their hair with the waters ol
several small lakes in lea, all of which
contained water of different colors.
"I thought that I would look sc
much better If my hair was a deep
red, so I went to the lake containing
the reddish water, named Huacachina.
and shampooed my hair. It certainlj
worked fine."
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constipation, liver trouble .Indigestion,
biliousness, headaches, and the vari
ous otlher disorders of the stomach,
liver and bowels nothing is more suitDr.
able than this mild laxative-tonic- ,
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
Three generations of people are
it today, and thousands! of families
keep it constantly in the house, for
member of the family can use it
It. can be obtained of any druggist at
fifty cents or one dollar a bottle, the
latter being the size bought by fami
lies' who already know its valua, Results are; always guaranteed or money
will be refunded.
Families wishing to try a free sample bottle can- obtain it postpaid by
NATURE'S
HAIR DYE
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419 WITH
Washington St., Monticello, IlL A postal card with your name and address Young Lady Visitor to South America
Changed Her Blonde Locke to a
on it will do.
Brilliant Red.
us-in- g
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NOT ALL OF LIFE

Time Should Be Taken for Cultivation
of Graces That Make Existence
Worth the Having.
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CHILDREN

SICKLY

ARE

WHO

Mothers who value their own comfort and the welfare of their children,
should never be without a box of
Mother Cray's Sweet Powders for
Children, for use throughout the season. They break up colds, relieve
teething
feverishness, constipation,
headache and stomach
disorders,
tdouhles. Used by mothers for 24
years. THESE POWDERS NEVER
Sold by all drug stores, 25c.
FAIL.
Don't accept any substitute. Sample
mailed FREE. Address, Allen S.
Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y. Adv.
Rub the joints

with BALLARD'S

'.

rod, N. Y., says: "Foley Kidney PUU
have done me more good than $150.00
worth of medicine." They give good
results. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
Reliable

Foley's Honey and Tar Conv
pound

sure that you buy Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound it is a
Just

be

reliable medicine for coughs, colds,
croup, whooping coughs, bronchial and
la grippe coughs, which are weakening to the system. It also give
prompt and definite results for hoarseness, tickling throat and stuffy wheezy
breathing. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

to relieve rheumatism.
It
penetrates the flesh to the
Oyster's Ups and Downs.
The total number of persons en bone conveying Its soothing and re Foley Kidney Pills Successful for
To have a fine healthy complexion
gaged in the oyster Industry of th storative Influence to the Bpot where
entire United States Is 67,257, witt the pain exists. Price 25c, 50c and
the liver must be active, the bowyearly wages amounting to $10,786,801 $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central els regular and the blood pure. All
and the capital Invested, excludini
this Is brought about by using
Co. Adv.
the value of the private beds, is $16, Drug
It thoroughly' scours the livthe
Herald
Christian
observes
880,032,
A
Stomach
stomach
and bowels, puts the body
Sour
Cure
for
er,
The yield of oysters for 1913 was 32,
When run down with kidney trouble, in fine condition and restores that
988,815 bushels, an average of a third
of a bushel for every man, woman anc backache, rheumatism or bladder clear, pink and white complexion m
SNOW LINIMENT

IIER-BIN-

weakness, turn quickly for help to much desired by ladles. Price 60&
You cannot take Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
situated, as well as every great hotel them Into your eystem without havIs expected during the season to bav
Subscribe for The osm
ing good results. Chas. N. Fos, Himoysters on the bill of fare. In oldei
times the epicures of Athens and othei
cities close to the ocean bad an abund
ance of shellfish such as we use, and
enjoyed them very much. But to th
Jews this kind of food was forblddei
by their law, which, allowing cortait
kinds of fish, rejected much sea food
including the oyster, which was prob
ably little known to the ancients
"And whatsover hath not tins ani
scales ye may not eat; it Is unclean
child In the country.

Every restau

rant, however humble or wherevei Foley Kidney Pills,

unto

you" (Deut. 14:10).
Home-Thru-

st

"All sorts and conditions of men
have excellent explanations for their
position In life," said the senator. "A
tramp, however, came under my observation who had no Illusions about
tve cause of his own condition.
"A fine looking and fashionablj
dressed woman had just alighted from
her limousine at the hotel entrance,
and was suddenly approached by this
shabbily dressed man, who requested
a dime.
" 'No, I have no money to spart
for you. I do not see why an able
bodied man like you should go about
begging.'
" 'I s'pose, ma'am,' replied the lazy
tramp, 'It's fer about the same re
son that a healthy woman like you
boards at a hotel instead of keepin'
house.' " Harper's Magazine.
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Knowledge and Spelling,
Is jolly to read among all
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Wife in the country ?
All alone in the house?
Caught in the rain last night?
Trousers look like a gunny-sac- k

I don't

th

Much thought has bnen given In lat
contests of spelling reformers that we
years to the subject of maternity. In bad
spellers spell badly because we
tha cities there are maternity hospitals
equipped with modern methods. But know too much. I am speaking sadly
most women prefer their own homes and of myself. When once you know three
in the towns and villages must prefer
them. And since this la truo we know or four languages say French, Latin
from the great many splendid letters Greek and English you can never be
written on the subject that our "Mother's certain what is the accepted way of
Friend" is a. great help to expectant
spelling such words as "apartment" oi
They writo o the wonderful
mothers.
And
relief, how ft seemed to allow the "address," or even "literature."
muscles to expand without undue strain German and Spanish make for dewpair
and what a splendid influence it was on The more languages you learn the
the nervous system. Such helps as worse
you spell your own. Which en"Mother's Friend" and tha broader
knowledge of them should have & helpful courages me, to spell as I please.- -influence upon babies of the future. London Chronicle.
Science says that an infant derives its
sense and builds its character from
cutaneous impressions. And a tranquil
No Dsnqer.
mother certainly will transmit a mure
"Weren't you afraid that the doctot
healthful influence than if she Is
nervous from undue pain. TMa you sent for minbt not be able to re
is what a host of omen believe who Sieve the baby wi;ea it choked on the
used "Mother's Friend."
These points are mere thoroughly ex- Pieces of dough it tried to swallow?"
mailed free.
"No, indeed! One thing a dor-to-t
plained in a little book Hold
in all Srv favor fails in u to make aav or
"Mother's Friend" is
Bmil'.lcld
,fr book. AUuuia. Beguh. u&tieuts cottgu up tha dough."
slow Write
iij.
tot Co., 4U

a

this mormng?

care.
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An ironing board, a damp doth an ! a t"-cf the electric switch and ia 5 r ! 3 r
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L'-I a
wife
comes
k
And when my
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Perec
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to get her an Electric
L'-.- k
Samovar, an Electric Range, a.i

trousers look like new.

end an Electric Hot Water Cup.
I have been told all about t'
vtars. Now I have sctuany i
Flatiron and I know ail tho el
;3ve been missing.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

FOUR
atod, how can terms be expected
which will be satisfactory to the Uni
ted SUites, to Huerta, to the victorious Villa and to the rebel leader in
ESTABLISHED 1879
the south? With, these several Mexican elements American has an occunt
to settle. The American government
Published by
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
may officially accept the apology of a
salute from Huerta, but the people of
(Incorporated)
this country will never regard is as
repaartkm for the infamous
....Editor. adequate that
H. M. PADGETT
have been perpetrated
outrages
against Americans; to say nothing of

hie
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open' he bucks off into the brush. Do

IMPROVEMENT
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ranch to irrigate 160 acres, were heard
at Carrizozo and taken under advise--;
WISHED SHE
tnent.
Kirkpatrlck made the trip from
COULD DIE Santa Pe and return on a motorcycle,
averaging 20 miles an hour ami cov
ering more than, 600 miles without a
And Be Free From Her Troubles, single mishap. '
f
Better
Finds
Way.
let

bility for a speech the minute it has
been uttered, and in doing so goes out
attack on
of town to make a wilc-eyeAN
the newspaper which has been the
policonsistent
his
defender of
only
cies.
"This newspaper will continue to be
Up-to-Da- te
TO REBUILD HIGHWAY
friendly to the governor's program In
28.
Both.
Governor
the taxation matter;, but if the goverSanta Fe, April
nor thinks for a holy minute Ifliat this NORMAL'S
SCIENCE
DOMESTIC
Columbia, Tenn. "Many a time," McDonald and State Engineer James
or this place. A. French gave assurance today that
i lays Mrs. Jessie Sharp,
paper will stand for such conduct he
EQUIPMENT ORDERED
"1 wished I would die and be relieved
Is
should
would do its part ill the
oa
we
the
track.
DOUBLED
wrong
n nRsuranco
iarvntin.
of my suffering, from womanly troubles. the state
- that Ameri-- WJU.....,, it
to'
.advise
the
him
at
make
of the highway from
'be
and
without
reconstruction
I
not
could
good
up,
to
the
be
pulling
get
can citizens will not contlue
moat of the eupiiort he receives; and
At a meeting of the hoard of re something to help me,1 and stayed in tied Santa Fe to Taos although they would
which
the
for
conditions
of
victims
could not do my
most of the time.
fix no time for the work jto comare alike re- above all, when ha makes a statement gents of the New Mexico .Normal Uni housework.
V
Entered at the postofflca at East several Mexican factions
a
like
It
a
to
or
for
stand .up,
was decided to
mence. Much will depend on the
speech,
last
it
versity
night,
.sXfH.'
n
sponsible.
The least amount of work tired nie
Imm Vegas, New Mexico for
man.
Arriba
some
in
the
domes
make
Rio
of
Santa
Fe,
improvements
out. My head would swim, and I would promptness
It is not impossible that the mediathrough the United States
"The statement (published In the Al tic science department, These were tremble for an hour or more. Finally. I and Taos counties, ffurnishing their
Huerta
was
by
inspired,
offer
tion
1
matter.
class
Journal that this declared necessary in view of the in took Cardui, the woman's tonic, and
pails as second
of the funds which are to be
That be has gained an ad- buquerque Morning
himself.
am not bothered with pains any more, quota
the
in
and
paper
the
enrollment
size
one-hacrease
governor's
W
misrepresented
of
of the amount needed. Santa
to
In
to
bed.
and I don't have
fact,
go
vantage by It Is apparent If he acts
is absolutely untrue."
the
and
at
speech
the
attendance
I am sound and well of all my troubles."
is
to
expected
Fe
large
meTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
county
ready
a
of
the
to
in obedience
findings
summer school.
Cardui goes to all the weak spots and therefore,,, Engineer French believes
Dally, by Carrier
diation tribunal, he will evade the apto make them strong. It acts with that the portion of the road in Santa
the
The
board
decided
that
capacity
helps
AmeriPer Copy
pearance of being coerced by
not against her. It is for the
nature
SCHOOLS
VEGAS
LAS
doubled
should
be
of
the
15
this
depatment
One Week
ca. His "face is saved" if he escapes
irritable women, who feel Fe county will he undertaken
nervous,
tired,
accomo
to
will
make
This
.65
it
Taos
possible
authorities
In
need
the
Month
county
year.
were
if
and
temas
One
wrong,
everything
with a whole skin, and if all the
to quiet their nerves and have placed part of: the roadi in shape
One Year
STAGE FOLK DANCES date 32 pupils at a class, The domes something the
porizing comes to .naught he will have
worn-osystem.
tic science department will be the strengthen
but Rio Arriba county has thus far
Daily, by Mail
gained valuable time and aded maIf you are a woman, suffering from any not done
most complete in any inand
16.00
largest
anything.
One Year (In advance)
of
the
to the heavy expense
of the numerous symptoms of womanly
3.00 terially
WILL HELP MAKE THE stitution in tihe state.
CITY
THIS
Six Months (In advance)
will
on
It
this
Cardui.
carried
take
you.
country.
by
help
7.00 operations
It was decided that Miss Anne frouble,
A
At all druggists.
One Year (in arrears)
VILJOEN A CAPTAIN
Americans thus far hold one impor- ' NEW. MEXICO SCENARIO
who
3.75
the
instructor
George,
capable
SUCCESS
.'. i.
LaaiaV
fix Months (in arrears)
Santa
Medicine
Go.,
the
town.
Fe, April 28. B. J. Viljoen
Chattanooza
In
Wrlti to:
Interior,
tant Mexican
has been at the head of the depart- tdvisory Dept., Ctiattanooia. Term., tor
Dona
Ana county,
of
Chamherina,
nunm
Americans are being Jailed and mal
case
ana
on
vour
duur,
Santa Fe, April 28. Santa, t Rosa ment for several years, should be fur- 'nttntraons
rreatment for Woman." in plain wrapper. W G. 1SLS
was today commBssioned a captain
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
treated and slain; the flag is being
school children will undertake to nished with an assistant to be selectof the National Guard by Governor
GROWER
trampled upon and countless acts
for the moving pictures the ed from the student body, Dr. Rob2 00
W. C. McDonald, and Adjutant GenerOne Year
which call for vengeance rather than stage
WITH
DISPENSED
scene from the scenario of the expo- erts, the president, has not decided as INTERPRETERS
al. Harry T. Herring placed him on
28.-t- ev.
Eix Months
B.
Z.
pour parlers are being committed
Santa
Fe,
will
April
sition commission that represents the to who this assistant shall be, hut
the
unas&lgued list. Captain Viljoen
the very conditions against which
McCollough of the First Presbyterian
AT TAUPERT'S
hacienda period of New Mexico his make his selection soon. .
won fame in the South African war
while the
are
Americans
elect
Mail
protesting
been
has
at
In
Advance
Santa
Rosa,
for
church
To instruct the young ladies who
(Cash
Asi outlined by the author Mrs,
tory.
administration resumes Its policy of W. H.
the Presbytery which as one of the Boer leaders, and In a
f Subscriptions.)
Bartlett, the scenes will b & are taking lessons in the art of cook- ed moderator of
watchful
or
waiting.
draft
money
check
convened
at Farmlngton, San Juan conflict with Mexico probably would
Remit by
most beautiful ona. The background ing yitU electrical apparatus, the
a host in, himself.
last
erder. If sftrt otherwise we will not
electric
to
Install
Thursday. Last evening prove
board
decided
county,
eight
for part of the picture will he the
all
of
Iosb.
tee responsible for
lakes and sheep ranches near Santa bake ovens and: a complete set of he addressed the union meeting
EW MEXIO XN 'DISCOVER
BOWMAN WILL DEFEND
utensils. Due to the fact that elec- the churches at Farmlngton. Rev. J.
Specimen copies free on application.
Rosa.
PAY
Mcdonald
TREASURER
OUST
Santa
Fe, April 28. Judge Pope toThe woman's auxiliary' has assigned tricity is proving not only the easiest, S. Russell of Roy was elected state
Attorney H. S. Bowdesignated
day
as
R.
most
Clark and Rev. J.
the
Fitzgerald
ALL. PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
The Santa Fe New Mexican at last to Bantu Fe public schools, the scenes cleanest, but in many ways
man
to
defend
Joe
Mellugin of Corona,
economical means of cooking,' this ad- sistant clerk. For the first time In ROAD BOARD WARRANTS
EXPIRATION OF TIME
has "discovered" Governor McDonald, of the Pueblo rebellion, the
accused
of
and removing timcutting
domestic science the history of the Presbytery, Inter
PAID FOR
fffter having been his warm supporter quest by DeVargasi and the coming of dition to the Normal
from
the
ber
public domain in Lin
department will be decidedly bene preters were dispensed with as all
for two years it has been declared a Kearney.
coln
Volney Howard
George
county;
even SUPREME1 COURT OF THE STATE
To Dealing has been assigned the ficial to all the students. The Las the delegates and ministers
O. Wilson, to defend AlexFrancis
and
MfurAdvertisers are guaranteed the misrepresenter," a "garbler" ami oth scene
SAN
IN
and
DECISION
MAKES
from the Spanish churches speak
descriptive of the coming of Vegas Light and Power company
er naughty names by the chief exe
ander Robinson, an Indian, accused
iwgest dally and weekly circulation
IGUEL COUNTY CASES
statehood. After New .Mexico has dis- nishes' free to the Normal the current understand English. Rev. Gabino
cutive
of
state.
the
of
murder; and Judge E. R. Wright to
f any newspaper in northern New
suienoe
made
depart Reudou and Rev. J. Whitlock
played all of her products and advan- used in the domestic
came
It
all
in
about
this
manner:
defend
Faustino Hulguin el al. and.
Mexico.
Sant'a B'e, April 28. The state SuUncle ment for cooking purposes.
reports on the Spanish mission work.
On Saturday, in addressing the demo- tages and still is rejected by
M.
Ed.
Price, et al, indicted on a
In the sewing class of this depart Rev. J. W. Winder presided over a preme court handed down two opincratic state central committee, the gov Sam she shows her school children
of violating the customs laws
charge
to
decided
likewise
Is
school
He
board
ions today, "joth San Miguel county
Sunday
rally yesterday.
TELEPHONES
ernor paid his compliments to the and exhibits her educational progress. ment, the
in bringing a shipment of cattle from
and is admitted without further jar-ley- double the equipment, as the number the synodical Sunday school mission- road cases brought by the state ex
Main 2 persona who have
Business Office
.Mexico into the interior of New Mexcriticised his polity
work
in
this
of students interested
ary. Judge E. C. Abbott also repre- rel county cominlissioners against
Main 2 in
News Department
ico.
regard to taxation reforms in this
Itaton public schools have under usually is large. New sewing ma sented the Santa Fe church. Dele- Eugenio Ronero, treasurer, appellant,
state. The New Mexican published
ad
main
of
one
the
gate H. K. Morgans having been un- and the other by the state ex rel
taken the scene dealing wrrh the San- chines will form
the governor
speech rather fully,
on im- ditions, while all other equipment will able to attend.
TUESDAY, APRIL 28, 1914.
attack
an
Indian
Fe
trail
and
ta
county road board, also against the
THE HOUGHTONS RETURN ";
care
to he accurate. The gov
taking
ami
to
trail.
addr
d
over
improved.
tue
be
coming
county treasurer, appellee. The formSanta Fe, April 28 Mr. and Mrs. C.
ernor, when he saw his remarks in migrants
It thus may he seen that the man
McDONALD IS OPPOSED
Las Vegas will 'stage Spanish folk
er Is affirmed and' the latter reversed. E. Houghton have returned to Santa,
x"Why deplore war?" asks a co- cold type, got cold feet, as he so
New Mexico Normal
dance.
of
the
Matachina
28.
the
Alton
and
N.
agement
Taos
Santa
M.,
dances
In the first case the court below Fe. after an absence of a third of a
Fe,
April
"A soldiers trade is to often has done before, and,
ntra porary.
tailing up To Alamogordo and Las Cruces public University Is looking forward to
S.
state
the
of
a writ of mandamus against century. Mr. Houghton's father wrb
engineers
Kirpatrick
y
granted
au Albuquerque newspaper by telefight. We maintain an expensive
but decidedly successful session during office returned today from Carrizozo the county treasurer to compel him Chief Justice Joab Houghton, who figand naval establishment year af- phone, stated that he had bet-- mis- schools have been assigned scenes
like the Albuquerque and. East Las tjlils summer and it is certain that and Roswell where he held! water to honor the warrant of the board of ured .prominently in New Mexico's hister year and get no action on it. quoted in Santa Fe.
far fail next year's regular attendance will be rights hearings. At Roswell the pro county commissioners on the county
The New Mexican after showing Vegas ft'lhoojs they have thus
tory and lied recently at Roswell. iVlr.
IjBt 'em fight!"
Certainly let 'em
r
to
v.i.v
ed
materially increased,
test of J, B. McCutchmen against the road fund to pay the purchase price and Mrs. Houghton had made their
respond.
disthat the .governor had not been misfight; and also let epidemics of
Dr. Flank H. H. Roberts deserves application of Witted and Geisser for of land
The scenes from the Indian" period
necessary for the laying out home in Mexico but the revolution
ease sweep the land. We have thous- quoted 'to any greater extent than a
School much credit for his Interest in all the the
Indian
to
he
'are
by
staged
eduseepage water and springs below of ap ubldc road. In the other case, compelled them to leave. On their
few minor inaccuracies, had the folands of physcians and surgeons,
the school. His work the
Hagerman canal, was heard and the court below denied a writ to com hacienda or ranch they found many
cated at heavy expense, whose busi- - lowing to say yesterday eveniug In children at the Puye' .cliff dwellings departments of
the .attendance of upon
two
These
toward
in
Indian
increasing
and
the
pueblos.
nesa it la to cure the sick. Let em an editorial;
stipulation, he was given prior pel the treasurer to honor a warrant prehistoric remains. They sent a colrewarded by
Is
Normal
being
the
will
scenes
elaborate,
be
especially
to
second feet of the drawn on the county road fund for lection of pottery to the Peabody
disease?
:ure! Why deplore
right
"With all due respect to the august
. ,
!..-- great success.
water, while the rest goes to the ap- necessary supplies and in the construc
at Harvard and may place ami f
office of .governor of New Mexico, the ornate and picturesque.
accomplished
board
of
W. H. Bartlett, the author of
The
regents
Mrs.
The
New Mexican wishes to state emphatplicants.
protests aaginst the tion of ipublio roads la San Miguel other collection with the New Mexicv
who won the prize offer- an unusually large amount of business
the
scenario,
W.
of
C. McDonald
application
for county. Both decisions are victories museum in which they are much
THE OFFJEIS OF MEDIATION ically again that the report was cor- ed
J
by the exposition commission, has at its session last night " Diplomas
aters from an arroyo on the Block fo rthe good roads movement
rect and that the governor was not
been asked by the SeMg Polyscope were ordered for this year's graduatProminent members of the adminis- misrepresented. In regard to the manto write scenarios for them. ing class, while the hoard decided that
Company
tration are naturally skeptical as to ner in which the governor sought to Among the seven scenarios submitted the school should purchase the caps
sny good results from the proposal change the impression created by that to the. woman's auxiliary, all of them and gownsi used by the seniors and
to mediate between the United States report, if It were in the case of any good, was one by Pat Garrett, son of rent them each year to the graduating
and Mexico,' says the Kansas City one else, we would not hesitate to sa the late Sheriff Pat Garrett, whose classes, in preference to the former
Journal. The offer of the Brazilian, that it showed gross discourtesy anu
11
thrilling deeds and tragic death have method of forcing each class to furChilean and Argentine governments egregious
him a place in New Mexico
nish its own regalia.
given
"The governor has on all occasions
'"'
' "
to use their good offices In bringing
"
About an amiicable adjustment of dif- received' distinguished consideration
SAN IDELFONSO, DITCH
ferences probably could not be refus- from this newspaper; it has been enVACANCY ON SCHOOL BOARD
Santa
Fe, April 28. In the district
his
policies and lias
ed without international
"impolite- tirely friendly to
Santa Fe, April 28. The departs court today, Judge IL F. Raynolds of
never failed In the utmost courtesy
ness, but there is no reason for betnent of education today gave as Its Albuquerque resumed Ttisi hearing of
where his wishes were concerned.
come
will
of
it.
that
lieving
any good
that in cases where the school the celebrated case of Mrs:. Matilda
opinion
Hia action under the circumstances
The fact that the mediators are not
last month resulted in a tie, Coxe Stevenson, et al, vs. Clara True,
is the more surprising and cannot but jelection
a vacancy exists anu tnat tne county the San Idelfonso ditch, et al, involvonly Latins but are vitally Interested
in the maintenance of Latin prestige prove painful to his friends.
school superintendent hag the rigM 'W
ing the' distribution of the waters '"of
"The governor has never yet made fill
in the western hemisphere is in Itself
the vacancy. The question ares! the San Idelfonso dltcra;'',,A. host of
an' (important public speech or state
over the election at Bluewater, Valen-cl- a witnesses, including a number of Inssignifiuant, If notjsusDicious. Acceptance of the offer might prove this ment to which he has stood up when
county and where a proposed bond dians and many Spams American and
it appeared in prlnc. He has rareliy
issue for a new schoolhouse was held English speaking' settlers is in attendcountry's friendship for the other La-to-n been
quoted in a newspaper but what
republics. But terms formulated
up because the election resulted In a
set
he
up a cry of 'misrepresentation.' tie and the county school superintend ance at the trial. Douglas Walker
y representatives of nations so closewas recently appointed1 receiver of the
"The impossibility of securing a
Saturnino Baca, held that the old ditch to distribute the waters until the
ent,
ly ailed to Mexico by blood and
aa are Brazil, Chiler and Ar- statement for which the governor will board would bold" over, , Hi;ppinion water
rights have been adjudicated.
is strikingly, demonstrated by was reversed
are
.by , Superihtbndent
not likely to be any too stand
gentina
CiiUEEN'S PUMPS & OXFOEDS
j..
his
statement
was
he
that
'
today
."
favorable to the Untied States.
White today.
FAILED
MANY
STUDENTS
his
in
statement to the Morn
Huerta is reported in the dispatch
ZYt to 5 Baby Pumps and Oxfords,
Santa Fe, April 2&. The casualties
98c
es to have 'disarmed British subjects ing Journal yesterday, the governor
per pair
In the eighth grade examinations in
on account of their "blood affinity' declaring that he did not us the
if
Yea
Oxto
.,
Children's
8
were
enormous
and
b'z
Pumps
according
Eddy county
Kay Eelp
term 'grossly Inaccurate."
with Americans. What" about the
to reports issued by the department of
............
...$1,1?!'
fords,
per
pair
When asked for specifications this
Ads Affected
,
"'Wood affinity" of mediators who are
education today. Of fourteen examinthe governor" declared that
8'2 ,to 12 Children's Pumps and
Blacks and Tans, VIci Kid
fresh air and temperate
Proper filet,
all "senors?" The humiliating defeat morning
nanlts are beneficial to persons autt'ering ed at Lovington only one passed, Weshe had said 'ioUtIcLiirates and tax
$1.29
Oxfordsy per pair
of Mexico, the inevitable result of
from i.uig 'irouuie: out in a eratt ninny
Patent arid Gun Metal Leathers
1
yet, the questions were
Whlteley,
show that th addition
ley
Of ""cowards and tfc
instead
Instances
dodgers'
reports
Ox
2yz to 5 Children's Pumps and
I
war with the United Stated, would
.
of a medicine for this affection has ma- - go easy that three seventh grade pudodgers using ' the'' word 'coward
about
recovery.
litftrlnKing
lielpod
; Your
terially
Choice Per Pair
..;...'..i.$2,19
fords, per pair
iiave a depressing effect upon the in
. more than fifteen years K knmn's
who took the examination at
another connection; that he dld' nbt 'AlternWve,
a medicine for Throat and pils
to
2
Children'
there-quire- d
Pumps and
prestige of all Latin America. Such say he read 40 to &0
Wi
in
made
several
branches
fcood
Lung Troubles, has accomplished
newspaper a day,
$1.49
an eventuality Is one from which the but
results. Head what It did In this cane:
Oxfords,
per pair
mark which wjcempts them
that he read that many in
Madison Lake, Minn.
Latin republics naturally shrink, and somemerely not
"Gentlemen! In December, 1908, March, from examination in those branches
period
stated; that he didn't
lfXW,
and September, lb09, I was taken
this consideration may cause them to
when they finish the eighth grade. Of
&
with, hemorrhages of the lungs which conJtX VILA
imply that 'newspapers' didnt tell the
me
fined
several weeks, each time to my
secure more favorable concessions
thirteen examined at Malaga, the foltruth,' but that taxpayers, were guilty
tied. My doctor advised me to go Wef-tOO
from Huerta than would otherwise be of that
I. started for Denver,
Oxfords
November
Pumps
Anna Donaldson, Jesse
offense; and that it was the la
Col. After my arrival I met Michael lowing passed:
y
the case assuming that be will ac- pirates and not the
Women's Qxfortla
Brody, who, pon learning of my condiPlowman, Allen Howard, Marlon Mc
FOR. WOMEN
taxdodgers with
tion, urgei me to take Ki kman's Alteracept mediation.
,
whom decent men ought not to assotive. I kept oa taking the medicine aud Kean, Clarence Reid, Sybil Crowder;
In one Lot Broken Sizes
But how can conditions be mediat ciate.
Made of best ma.teria.1
Improved fast' in March, 1010, I reStar pass...
While they last.
turned home. I am entirely ivvell, have all three examined at Lone
ed? president Wilson has persisted
a good appetite and sleep well. When ed; Tera Smith Oro WilUs and Ger"In other words when pinned down
';
130 pounds.
was
Denver
I
my
left
Weight
YeurcfwlsopGrpaJiPup
in keeping in the foreground the in this remarkable
I now weigh 1S, my normal weffrht. I trude Bryan;; of two examined at
governor objected to
tin'!!!
fur
Alwmtive
my
and
your
sult to the flag and the demand that nothing but the merest
- i
five at Hope, three at Hobbs, i
faeMff
trivialities,
PAFL U FASJJACHT.
(AHidavlt)
i Wiluta be fired In reparation
for which did not affect the accuracy of
three
ait
Lakewood and one at MonuAIksvo abbreviated; more on rtHjtient.)
;i;:a insult So far as international the report one iota; the difference beAlterative bus been proven by ment,' none passed; of" five examined
TH3
raoKt efficacious
SALE ,
OPPOSITE
mjiiiy years' test ( be Lunar
uw caa be Interpreted in its applica- tween, tweedle-deat Jal, David Curry passed;' all four
for severe Thioit and
and tweedledum.
r
Affection,
iirnnchUl
Bronchial Aril)ui,- - Btniihora
Esther
tion to the present situation, that is
Arteaia
"In the face of his appeal for a
pusse-A.
Ool'U and lu n&il;ul3iihise toe , syntcni. examined at
CASTAKEOA
Contains no narcuticg, uolsunn or ha
! V; i ;
the gist of the dispute between this 'clear-cu- t
declaration' he backs down
drnirs. Als fur booklet tcl tHitr Shlder, Nora Needham, Lonnie Smith,
exam-and
to
Eckinun
of
five
write
recoveries,
.'J
and
and Lee .Kissinger and of
Huerta, la that dispute on his own declaration the minute' ft
U.. li k
t
l.
wimlry
PblliHlelnMa. P.. for evl- HOTEL
i laboratory.
t'ifl eowntttfionalSsts nave no share, appears in print. an3 offers no 'correct
yT ! tiT ail tMMlf 4r 'is htried at Otis, five nasBcd. TJelia McilCross
Red
J
fccd
and
G.
B.
vain, Helen Moll vain, Herbert Force,
Murphey
jut thoy cannot he eliminated substitute. Immediately after warnVreft Karris and. Granville Harding.
v,n1 ir not eiiuu'u- the p;irty to ake a stand in the j Iro? company.
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ORDERS

PERSONALS
bus-jVa-

afternoon for a short business visit.
Charles Adams of Watrous was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
George P. Hile of Watrous came in
last night for a few days'1 business
visit in Las Vegas.
iMrs. Joshua Raynolds
ft this afternoon for El Paso. She will return
to Las Vegas soon.
Rev. Father J. P. Moog, of San
Miguel, came in yesterday afternoon
for a short business visit in this city.
Isaac Barth, a weit known attorney of Albuquerque, arrived in Las
Vegas last night for. a short; business

againsi, the constituted authorities of stalled by the company was operated.
A heavy fire from the strikers on sur
the state;."
Both Factions Satisfied
rounding hills was replied to vigorous
Word that President Wilson had or- ly by the guarda, During the fight at

FEDERAL

dered federal troops sent into the Col- "Water Tank l6ll" the residents of
orado coal fileds, where a strike has Walsenburg were startled by reports
been in progress since September 23 of artillery.
The guards had mounted on the hill
last, was received with general satisfaction at both union and operators' two cannon mada In the company ma
chine shops. Tho guns were constructheadquarters here today.
shafting, with
"Good," exclaimed Governor Am- ed from
holes bored tlhrough.
mons when informed of tho order.
J. F. Welborn, president of the Cole 1 The guards loaded thoir Improvised
rado Fuel and Iron company, speaking artillery through the muzzle with
for the operators, expressed satisfac- powder and various missies and fired
tion and ibelieved that "law and order them at the hills from which tSie
miners were peking away witn high
would be speedily restored."
power rifles. ' The succieisaful defense
He added:
f...
"At no time in the last eight months of "Water Tank Hill" is. attrbuted
has there been any other real ques- largely to the effect of the cannon
Late in the night while the guards
tion but that of llhe maintenance of
law and order; with that all property on "Water Tank Hill" still were
could have worked full time."
pounding the surrounding mountains
t.Horace N. Hawkins, counsel for the with artillery and rifle fire, an attack
United Mine Workers of America, was made on the Walsen mine proper,
said:
by a body of strikers on Seventh
Before
" "I will aid in every way I can to street, inside tha town limits.
was
of
the
strikers
fire
the
situation."
daylight,
the
quiet
directed into the camp from east, wett
and south.
Strikers Will Surrender
The fighting continued Until about
Trinidad, Colo., April 28. "Gener
al" John Brown, in command of the ll,o"clock, when it gradually died
strikers' militia camp on the outskirts away and most of the strikers disap
of. Trinidad, when informed that fed peared' into the more distant hills.
Firing Is Resumed
eral "troops were to be. sept; into the
Firing at Walsenburg suddenly be
district, declared that) his men would
surrender to the regulars and lay gan again late today when a state
trooper was fired Upon while on way
down their arms.
"We will be glad to deliver up our to: the town from Walsen camp. The
guns to the regular,-- ' he said. "I shot came from a house on Seventh
think I am speaking not only tor my srtret, near fllie scene of the "Seventh
own men, but also for all the armed street riot," which attracted consid
strikers. The miners will surrender erable notice fcarly in' tho history of
reand give up their guns. Theh the the 'strike. The militia did not
mine
openbut
turn
the
merits."
on
guards
toe
shot,
settled
its
can
strike
There was mfchperturbtitn about ed fired on. the hoiiNO and a brisk
"General" Brown's headquarters, tout exchange lasted about five minutes.
it was not over the reports of fight The strikers then ran up a white flag.
was made to take them
ing or even the news of federal. in No attempt
was
due
excitement
prisoners.
The
tervention.
Some of the! guards believed that
to the arrival of several boxes of
one'
striker was killed in the fusilits
for
union
shoes purchased by the
find1 men lade, but this ctmld not be confirmed.
to
men.
The
effort
fighting
to fit the shoes resulted In endless

TROOPS INTO

a
R. W, Rudulph of Pecos was a
visitor in Las Vegas today.
A. J. Thull of Watrous .came in this

COLORADO
'

(Continued from Page One)

good order may be established

and

maintained.
"I shall not, by tne use of the
troops, or by any attempt at jurisdiction, inject the. power of the federal
government Into the"! controversy
which produced the present situation.
The settlement of that controversy
falls strictly within the field of state
power. My duty, as. I now See it, is
to consign myself to" maintaining a
visit
status of good order until the' state
E. M. Hixenbaugh, a well luiown
can reassert its authority and resume
resident of Ocatfc, arrived in Las
"!
the enforcement thereof.
last night for a short business
"T am' informed your
legislature
visit.
cannot be convened immediately to
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. HorJ of Creede,
afternoon for Jeal with this emergency, but has
Colo., left yesterday
been summoned to convene on May 4,
where
Colo.,
Gunnison,
they will re 1914.
I shall expect you to draw the
main for several months and later
attention of that body to the imperareturn to this uity.
tive necessity of Immediate considerJ. B. Cook of Ribera was a busi
ation of the whole situation in order
ness visitor in Las Vegas today.
John Rogers of Trinidad, formerly that the United States federal power
be limited within its contemplata, resident of this city, came in last may
ed confines, and in order that the
a
short visit
jiight for
Mrs. O. E. Lodge left this afternoon state may take up its duty as soon
as it Is possible for it to do so.
for Topeka, Kans., where she will join
Of
"The manifest disadvantages
her husband, who left Las VegaB sevtwo military forces under sehaving
reeral days, agoTheywlgeisi may
parate sources of control operating
side permanently" Ifi Topeka.
"received
from La Junta, ivvthin the same localities leads me
Reports
ft. F. Hays has to request yon to withdraw your milithat
CSc.,dayare
passed practically all danger that re- tia a? soon as troops of the United
sumed from his operation and will States have reached the scene and
soon be able to be removed to this are ready to take over the necssary
"
' S"
'
control.
city.
"(Signed) WOODROW WILSON."
Mrs; IT, E. Colby, accompanied by
White House officials stated the
Frederick J. Rose, arrived in Las Ve-a- s
yesterday afternoon and will be president, had acted because all par
a visitor here for several days. Mrs. ties, including the senators and con- ressmen from Colorado and the gov
Colby resides at Caruthers, Calif., and
i confusion.
Is the owner of a large tract of land ernor, the mlnn operators and miners
Man Killed in Walsenburg
well, had asked for the federal
on the mesa.
George Bock, a Poie, is tha only
'
of troops.
Mr. and Mrs. (Joseph O'Byrne
man known to have been killed in
Walsenburg, Colo., accompanied by
the fighting of lastinight. Bock was
Mi.ss' Sadie O'Byrne and James Ofound dead today in a stone house on
Ammons Asks Assistance
'Byrne of this city, left this afternoon
Seventh street in the town of Walsen
for Walsenburgh. James O'Byrne
Denver, Colo., April 2S. The issuburg. About 3 o'efock this morning
and daughter will remain in Walsen-huri- ; ance of a proclamation by Governor strikers fired into the Walsen mine
Ammons to 'all lawabiding and peace-lovin- g
for several weeks.
from the stone house, and guards on
citizens of Colorado" to give
Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Wood, ac"Water Tank Hill," above the mine,
companied by Miss Carrie Wood and their moral and active support to the
replied. It Is supposed that his fire
J. A. Wood, arrived m Las Vegas last effort to restore peace in the strike killed Bock.
night in an automobile on their way districts called attention today to a
Jesse Russell, a guard, reported
from Kansas City to California, They condition which the proclamation ck
is alive.
killed,
sciihed as ' state or insurrection."
left this morning for Albuquerque...
The known wounded are:
The proclamation declared that
Mm, Jl C. Barton left this afternoon
Miss Maggie Gregory, cousin of the
for Pueblo, Colo., for a short visit state authorities have but one desire,
of the McNally mine;
superintendent
Mr. Barton, who recently was ap- "to restore and maintain order," and
shot through the arm.
aceom-plshedeclared
that unless this is
pointed trainmaster of thaCo lorado
Mike Lenzint. a storekeeper, shot
there can be no machinery to
division of the aStita Fe Railway comthe stomach, probably fatal
through
secure
Justice in the courts.
pany, left last night to take charge of
Will
striker, shot through
Peet,
The, governor declared the militia
his new position. Mrs. Barton will
leg!
tho
retain to this city shortly and later have, been in the field for. nearly six
Shortly before noon the state
KQ-tPueblo to reside.
months, are there "to restore law and
left the Huerfano county court
troops
order" and. for no other purpose and
ara-no- t
Interested in the outcome of house and moved out to meet the
E1AY0R ASKS THAT THE the strike, He cites the fact that until strikers, who still were scattered
the
he left for Washington about ten days through the hills surrounding
"not & single person, was killed by town and the Walsen and McNally
ago
M1BBI5II BE REliOVED tha militia because of the strike and mines. Sheriff Jeff Fair said at 1&I30
only two altogether, one by accident o'clock that everything was qujet,
and that the trouble appeared tp? be
fugitive from Justice." i
chief of police is instructed andTheoneproclamation
declared,- "Thlere over. He said ha was positive' iat
to enforce; ordinance
need be no further Dloodshd if the no mine guards had been killed and
jgovefnng clean-up- s
strikers will quit and return to their that he knew pf no fatalities among
homes. If they: refuse, every avail- the attackers except the killing of
Mayor II. H. Smith is determined
to bear to George Bock.
that the city shall bo made free of able power will he 'brought
Cannon at Walsenburg
to
so."
do
them
compel,
rubbish and garbage. He is equally
The fighting at the Walsen mine be'Peace
concludes:
The
proclamation
determined lihat the removal of such
officers throughout the state are urg- gan last night soon after the McNally
objectionable material from private
mine had been captured by the strikat the ex- ed to arrest and hold for conspiracy
property shall
ers and Its defenders driven out The
or
arms
man
caught collecting
pense of the municipality. , Conse- every
75 Walsen guards took their stand on
of
to
the
to
ammunition
part
any
ship
quently he has instructed Chief of
or organ- "Water Tank Hill" above the mine,
Police Ben Coles to enforce thia or- state, calling lor volunteers,
men to he used where the powerful searchlight in
of
companies
izing
dinance regarding the maintenance of
property in a cleanly condition.
This ordinance provided that prop.
rty owners, after having been notified that their premises are in an unsanitary condition, may toe arrested
and fined provided they fall to remove
the undesirable material. The fine
Iprbivded is a stiff one, and Coles says
there is no doubt Police Judge B. R.
Murray will hang it on every offender.
Everybody is requested by the mayor
snow a good
and chief of police-tand
his
clean
property be)iip
spirit
fore being notified, as there Is no
to make trouble for anybody.
Ve-sa-

'

d

i

lojddne
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Boulder C itizens Aroused
Boulder, Cob, April 28. Aroused
by the attack on the Hecla mine
near. Louisville,! which continued fit
of
10 o'clock todah business men
Boulder and Loigmont were organiz'' to
move
ing volunteer companies

against the strjkers, provided the
peace commission sent out toy the
county commissioners failed to persuade them to nd the fighting and
maintain order.
At noon it wai announced that all
the arms and ammunition in the possession of dealers in Boulder, Weld
and Larimer counties had toeen requisitioned for the use of the citizen
volunteers under order of District Attorney C. A. Carlson, who has taken
charge of the situation here. Advic
es from these counties said that large
bodies of citizens haef volunteered for
service and the sheriffs of Larimer
and Weld counties were awaiting
word to move on LoulsvlJJe.
Carlson announced that he had
telephone union leaders at Erie,
Marshall, Superior and LaFayette,
wheer strikers were reported prepare
ing to march to the aid of their felto
lows at Louisville, urging them
keep their mefi at home.
He stated that he had warned district and local, union leaders that he
would hold them responsible in the
event of fatalities, ana had a special
grand jury called today to consider
cases growing out of the present
troubles.
Word received here stated that the
firing at the Hecla mine ceased shortly before noon. At a ,mas3 meeting
here this afternoon jnore than, , 500
men pledged themselves, to go into
the Boulder county coal district atl
any time it became necessary to
..
.
disorder.,, t
j A report
that .Sheriff Buster had
been wounded at, the Hecla mine was
not given credence here. The x telephone lines into the mine have been
out of commission since 8 o'clock
this morning.
.
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- A bank check Is the way to pay your bills, becaase then
you have a check on each hill. It is easy to
keep your accounts straight when you have your money in the bank, because the bank keeps your accounts straight for you and Bares you many hours of work and worry. Start a bank account with us, and
you will see the convenience and afterwards, the absolute NECESSITY of having a bank account.
r
DO YOUR BANKING WITH US
i? , ?
We pay four per cent interest on Time Deposits and
"'!:
TWO PER CENT ON CHECKING ACCOUNTS
;

--

"'.';
n:f:;pEOPLES BANK

show. The decorations of the armor
ies, where the show, is being held, are
of the most lavish and elaborate nature.

n

THE DUNCA

DIVIDEND
New York, April 28. Th8

a
t

states Steel corporation today declar.
I'd its regular quarterly dividend of
1
per cent on the common stock
and 1
stock.

"

t

:

A Night of Enthralling Interest
.
i

Every phase of Japanese life superbly illustrated and
depicted at vividly as though seen by the audience.
A

powerful Society Drama in one act and songs
from Japanese Operas by accomplished artists.

SEATS on SALE at MURPHEV'S

QUEER ANTICS OF LIGHTNING

MONDAY

Not Always of a Tragic Nature, Some
, Even Humorous to All but

shirt-sleev-

hob-nai!e-

Profitable Volcano.
The republic of San Salvador ii
the only government on earth thai
collects lighthouse fees on account ot
a volcano that it owns and wlthou-thslightest cost of upkeep!
Tho volcanic beacon is about eigh;
miles Inland from the port of Acaju
tia, and its pillar of cloud by daj
and of fire by night is visible foi
It burst:
many miles out at sea.
forth every seven minutes, and is Jus(
as accurate as any revolving light
that warns mariners of danger In an
part of the world. Every vessel thai
puts in at Acajutia has to pay it;
There Is no othei
lighthouse fee.
lighthouse than the volcano, but tha
ia a sufficient excuse for the govern
ment of San Salvador to make th
regulation charge for Its gratuitoui
services.

TUESDAY

-

per cent on the preferred
-

SUMMER

BIBLE CONFERENCE
Santa Fe, April 28. Br. S. M. John-

son announces tt9 holding of a series
of summer Bible conferences by various denominations ia New Mexico to
be held July and August in the White
Mountains, at the head of the Ru!d-obo- ;
Lincoln county. Each denomination participating is to be gtvon two
weeks for that purpose. The eantp
wili be on. the southern national highl
way and on a spot noted for its
and magnificent scenery.

Children under
FEDERAL

TO FOlil

beaii-tiCn-
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7
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4
Washington
.55s
PASO TO EE REMOVED FROM
New York
I..4
4
.500
THE BORDER LINE
4
,.5CK
4
Philadelphia
e
5
.455
El Paso, Tex., April 28. Prepara- - St. Louis,
4
Hoston
5
.444
im
tons were made today to move
3
8
Cleyeland
.273
federal
Mexican
4,900
the
mediately
prisoners interned at Fort Bliss to
Federal League
Fort Wingate, New Mexico. Troop
W. L. Pet.
trains have been requisitioned. The
8
2
.S0O
Mexican prisoners will be escorted St Louis
4
2
,667
to their njaw quarters by the First Buffalo 4
3
.571
battalion of the Ninth infantry, which Baltimore
3
4
.42a
will turn them over to troops from Brooklyn
4
6
.400
Fort Meade, South Dakota, which Chicago
Z
6
4
Indianapolis
will form their permanent guard. On
6
.400
4
their arrival at Fort Wingate, the Kansas City
2
4
.333
Pittsburgh
prisoners will be put to work on the
construction of the stockade they
Western League
will occupy.
'
W. Ii Pet.
7
3
Denver
.70ft
A SUBSTITUTE DECREE
5
3
.625
St
Joseph
Santa Fe, April 23. In the federal
4
;.5
.5"ft
court today. Judge Pope signed a sub- Dea Moines
'
5
Wicfhita
5
.600
stitute decree in the case of E. P.
4
5
Sioux City
,,444
Bujac vs. C. C. Marshall and the Pe4
6
)
Topeka
cos Valley Alfalfa Farms Company of
'
!'.40O
4
6
this1
the
Under
decree,
Eddy county.
&
3
,37.1
one-fiftinterest of Defendant Mar Omaha
shall In the Pecos Valley Farms ComYESTERDAY'S RESULTS
pany Is encumberedt with an equitable
National League
lien of $4,242.02 arising from three
At Cincinnati
R.H.R
notea-rThdismissed
Is
bill
plaintiff's
1 2 0
Louis
St
as to all other respects.
2 7

r5

.

(

Lin-coi-

h

SEGGERSON

Cincinnati
Batteries Robinson,

1
SteeSa and SnyIS HOME
Clerk B. der; Benton and Clark, Gonzaleia,
'

Santa Fe, Ayril
F. Seggerson returned
today from
At New York
R.II.K.
Washington, D. C, where he attended
3 8 4
Philadelphia
the hearine of the New Mexico rate
4 7 6
New York
oases before the interstate commerce
Batteries: Chalmers and Kiliifer;
commission.
He also visited relaMathewson and Meyers. '
tives in El Paso before returning.
te

"Amarfcatt League
It. H. K.
At Philadelphia
4 8
New York
S
5 8 1
Philadelphia
Schula and Sweeney;
Batteries:
Bender, Brown, Plank and, Schang.
-

"
TODAY'S BASEBALL

American League Cleveland at St Louis.t
f r
Chicago at Detroit,
Boston at New York.
Washington at Philadelphia.'
i
J

,
j

At Washington

R. H. B.

iBostoui

1

;

,

.

6

Wichita,...,.

At Topeka
Topeka
T.
Linooln
Batteries; i'i
Rapps; Elirr-''
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roivU
J.-

National League
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Pittsburgh.
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OF THE CLUBS

Spahr;

--

i

STANDING

and.,

E.1I.K.
3 4 J.

;

Batteries: MilefaeH'and
ry and (Jortiam.

O

and

.,v

,
;
(Western League
At Wichita
Denver

Federal League
Baltimore at Chicago.
Brooklyn at Kansas City.
Pittsburga at Indianapolis.
Buffalo at St. Louis; rain.

7
12

6
Washington
Zoldcr
G.
Foster,
Batteries,
Thomas; Nunamakor, .Eoehllns
.
'.
HSary.

- .National. League
Pittsburgh at. Chicago.
fit; Louia at Cincinnati,
Philadelphia. at Brooklyn.
Nnw- York at Boston,,- -

ta

ev-en-

years 25c.

IHoeton

1

i-

14

MATE

-

!3ti'u...u

WEDNESDAY.

Si Louis .

PBISOIRS

sup-pres-

i

.

and

Pricesl75c and 50c

the Victim.

The antics played by lightning are
sometimes almost beyond, belief. A
common trick Is that of undressing its
victims. In 189S two girls and an el
derly woman were standing by a reaping machine during a storm. A light
ning flash struck the woman ano
killed her on the spot, while the twe
girls were stripped to the skin, evet
their boots being torn from their feet
Otherwise they were safe and sounc
'
and astonished.
In 1855 a man was struck by light
ning near Vallcrois, in France, ano
All that could bt
stripped naked.
found afterwards of h!j clothes was e
a few other shreds, anc
some pieces of his
boots
Ten minutes after he regained con
sciousness, opened his eyes, com
plained of the cold, and inquired how
he happened to be naked.
Such instances have been recorded
again and again. In one case a man
and two oxen were struck simultane
ously and all three killed. The mar
was found stripped to the skin, and
his boots had been- carried 30 yardf
away. "In other cases," says Camilh
Flammarion, tho eminent French as
tronomer, "lighting has been known U
split men in half, almost as with s
huge ax. On Juno 20, 1868, this hap
pened to a miller's assistant at i
windmill near Croix. ' The lightning
Struck him and split him from hie
head downwards in two."

-

.

United

.

From Ibe Cradle to the Grave in Jooa

liabilities, are the defendants in a
damage suit which came up for trial
in the superior court today. The suit
was brought toy the state banking commissioners to recover $390,000 damages and is based on the alleged liability of the directors for the defalcation of the" late A. W. Converse, who
was treasurer of the bank.

,,.

APRIL 29.

WEDNESDAY,

SEEK DAMAGES FROM DIRECTORS
Hartford, Conni April 28. The directors of the Windsor Looks Savings
Bank, which failed in 1912 with large

i

TRUST CO.

.
Capital and Surplua $122,747.00

1

A STEEL

ll

Put Your Money in our Bank and we
Will Keep your Accounts Straight

The Touch of Genius.
Sandy Macpherson started to buil4
a small outhouse of brick- After th
usual plan of bricklayers, he workei
from the Inside, and, as he had thi
material close beside him, the walli
were Mslny fast when noon arrived
and with it his son, Jock, who brougln
his father's dinner.
With honest pride in his eye, Sandj
looked at Jock over the wall on whicl
he was engaged, and asked:
.&:y:
i.ifu.
"Hoo d'ye think I'm gettin' on?!"
WHERE IS HARROUN?
"Famous, eyther; but hoo dae yt
-N.
W.
Santa Fe,
M., April 28. Dr.
get" bbt? You've forgot the door!"
S. Harroun of this city, through Unii One
glance ro'iind Mm showed Santed States Senator Catron of New dy that hia son was righli' but, look"
Jlexlco, has appealed to the state "d- ing kindly at hlmf he saiCi:1 "
eferment In behalf of his son, Doug"Man Jock, you've got & .grant, held
las Harroun, Ms wife and daughter, oh ye! Te'Il be an,,rchltect"ypt,"ai
who' were talreh frdm a refugee train nure's yer feyther's a builder."
and locked, with other Americans, in Youth's Companion.
a; smelter at Aguas Calientes, Mex.,
Tribute to Stenographers.
It has been impossible to get any
The classics are full of allusiont
word of the fate of the refugees.
which suggest, that no matter what
Harroun, Jr., is a mining engineer.
may have been, the defects of short
hand, regarded from a modern stand
point, the stenographers of antiquity
CANADIAN HORSE SHOW
must have been very expert. In some
24
What
promToronto, Ont, April
I" race's
U 3 Lj t.l.vs a flUig ei
ises to be the most notable ex Jb t'm cf
a Srot:T
i v'.o wouli of.sn, as a
in the history of the Canadian Nationtn A f'..t, t.:.uia Z3 vcraei in cna
al Horse Show was formally ok ,l1 ' ur slpidv t li t
fift'a position.
this afternoon and will toe cont..'uM - y e s&: a 1
i, tf whom h
'
l
t t U ty to ea-m
i, v i
through the remainder of the wo. ! i
I
f.
J
He may
In addition to tho host horses of the
j ( .: ..4
r !, ! i i ( stenog-i-WILLIAM H. SPRINGER, NEW EXALTED RULER
Amerinumber
of
a
dominion
large
r
kno hia b'wiaess.
Laa Vegas lodge No. 408, B. P. O. will preside for the first time. The can horses are entered in the h trno ,s
Elks will hijld a regular meet! tig to other newly
huntof
American
number
appointed officers also events. A
CM new-- ?
r""s. a'lfrtt M to bundle
night at tha club house at 8 o'clock
ers will also contest in the rid ng evwill
in
be
their
candidate
chairs.
One
was
who
r upot
lav nc
William
frt
ddlvfrrd
milif
Springer,
sharp.
It
ents. A full program of
ry
' 1 ruler on April 14, will toe initiated.
10 cents or bundle.
Inst:
Price
I us
to
delivery.
the
attraction
of
fie
add
will

ELKS' NEW OFFICERS TO
HOLD FIRST INITIATION
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SERIOUS CASE

Hurry Call Brought Physician and
Family Out of Church, but It
Was Soon Fixed Up.

Ue

OPTIC

LOBBY

RESTAURANT

AND' CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THB BEST GOOD8 OBTAINABLE ALWAY8 HANDLED

II

This story Is told by a country doctor's wife to Illustrate eome of the
trials and uncertainties of the profession.
"We had gotten pretty much out of
the way of attending church when our
children were email, but a vUiting
cousin, wishing to attend service In
the West, we ventured out, baby and
all.
Scarcely had the text been announced when a messenger boy from
the telephone office rushed In in search
of the doctor.
"The minister paused in his discourse to allow them to pass out of
the church. Realizing that his father
was leaving him behind; the baby, always partial to the head of the house,
began howling lustily to accompany
him.'
"Unable to quiet his screams, I, too,
was forced to go, necessitating a second pause in the service.
"Then it occurred to our guest that
he had locked the house and retained
the key. The doctor would be unable
to get either his case or his instruments. To save delay he thought best
to take the key at once, so he hastened from the church, while there

tout

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

"II

COLUMN
RATES

TOR CLASSIFIED

ADVER-

TISEMENTS

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NS
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular
Monday nllM B)
first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas arenia
Uilrd Thursday
In 3 o'clock.
Visiting members art
each month. Visiting dially welcome. J. c. Wert, Frt
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; O, &
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Baily, Treasurer.'

Petten, Secretary.
Meets first and third Te
day evenings each month at Woo
men hall. Visiting brothers cordis
ly invited to attend. C. N. DoujUu
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, 3ecretr

F. 0. E.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Five cent
per line tach Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAK
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
conclave fZ.&
No ad to occupy lest space than two
In each aiectm at Matkj
All advertisement
lines
charged
sonic Temple t 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, b. Cf.; Chaa. Tamme, Re
to number of words.
without
Reg-Itfiil-

'

regard

corder.

Cash In advlnce preferred.

was a third pause on the minister's
part.
"When we reached home doctor was
swinging idly in the hammock.
'"Why! Why!' exclaimed the unsophisticated cousin, "didn't you have
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN L
a hurry call to an accident case or
something?'
" 'Oh, no,' yawned the M. D., 'just
my old Swedish patient in New Gotland phoned to know if he could have
a leetle sugar fn his coffee!' "Kan FOR SALE
Singer sewing machine,
f
sas City Star.
dining table and other furniture at
810 Douglas avenue.
GAVE HER SENSE OF SAFETY

For Gala

LOCAL TIME CAI

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular
first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Cemple at 7:80 p. m. p. No.
A. Brlnegar, H.
P.; r. O. No.
No.
lood, Secretary.
No.
I. O. O. F. Las .
..
ucftio i
w-

-,

wuut

I....

Depart

4. ...11:54 p. m
8.
2:25 a. m..

II.

1:35 p.

nu.

4. Meets everr Mnnd- n- .,,, i
their hall on Sixth street. All
brethren cordially Invite, to visiting
attend
J. Frtedenstlne. N. G.; A. T.
Rogers,
.
i. m. jsrwood. Secretary; Karl
Wertz. Treasurer" n
Cemetery Trustee.

East Bound
Arrive
7:20 p. in

No.
No.
No.
No.

1....

I....
7....

I....

m.....

7:45 a.
.
11:5
2:30
2:08

i

West Bound
Arrive
Depart
1:10 p. m..... 1:35
6:35 a. m
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

6:40
4:31
7:09

f.

B.

P. O. ELKS Meets
second and
fourth Tuesday evening of
each
100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12.00. month Elksi"
hom
Hubby Might Do His Worst With
Money must accompany order. Will and Douglas avenue . viih
,
"Pianny," Now That Wife Held
,k,i,
unu6 AMALlieiO
treat you right. Mrs. Maggie B. are cordially Invited. Wm.
Insurance Receipt.
R. Spring- This
Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.
" vuuuuu.
A woman entered a London shop
Secretary.
Silver
and, displaying a' prosperous-lookinpocketbook. said, "ij want a good
KNIGHTS
AND
LADIES OF SECUR.
pianny for me daughier."
-iuse
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390 Mt- "What style of instrument do you
"vvio U
FOR
RENT
W.
O.
Furnished
salesman,'
the
W. hall, Sixth street, on the
leading
room, good
prefer?" asked
EMPRESS
location. Apply Optic.
the way to an upr'ght.
iiTEi ana third Mondays of each
"Nivtr a happortlv do I' care about
8
month at p. m. Visiting Knights and
FLOUR
Bhtyle, so long as it's a strong case.
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Piers-man- ,
cases?"
iron
wld
Have you an:
President; A. D. Tillman, Flnan
"No, ma'am; but all our cases are
Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
cler;
It ' giving you
made extra strong."
Deputy,
WANTED Farm hand at the Harvey
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
"How much is this pianny on the
Montague,
a present for do
ranch. Address Box B., City.
hire system?"
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
is
forty
"The price of this piano
East Las Vegas, N. M.
ing something
inWANTED Well bred pigs a month
pounds," answered the clerk. "The
you 'd do tiny
stalment would be pound a month."
or 6 weeks old. Address H. A.
L.
O.
O.
MOOSE
insured?"
it
"Have ye got
Meets second anc
Box B., City.
way wKen you
fourth Thursday
"Well, really, ma'am, the purchaser
eaci
evening
leam how Much
usually insures the instrument, but WANTED
Experienced cook. Apply month at W. O. t. hall. Visiting
to close the bargain we'll insure this
Better EMPRESS
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
1053 Eighth street.
piano and agree to take all risks."
Davls
A.
Dictator;
p.
Linn
FLOUR realty is.
the
Secretary
"Ye see, betwaun me and you,"
purchaser explained, as she deposited WANTED Sewing; prices reasonable. J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
Made by GERI. O. of B. B. Meets
the receipt for the first instalment in
Mary M. Richert, 402 East National
every first Tues
MAN
PROCESS
about
be
to
"I'm
aisy
her pocket,
glad
avenue.
day of the month In the vestry roorai
the insurance, becaze I want to get
uf Temple Montefiore at I o'clock
ONE COUPON FROM
the betther of me ould man. He Baid WANTED
Maternity cases by nurse m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
that if I brought a pianny into the
with ten years experience, two vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charle
FIVE
STAMPS
house he'd smash it wid an axe and,
years hospital training. Practical Greenclay, Secretary.
BRINGS YOU THE
faith, he's the b'y to do it!"
prices. 725 Sixth street, Telephone
SPOON
IT S
Main 113.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Artificial Wood.
CKNU1NEWM.
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
French experimenters at work In
ROGERS &
the city of Lyons have just produced
SONS' A A
lx)ve at Woodmen of the World ball
an artificial wood, according to the
on the second and fourth Mondays 01
STANDARD
American consul at that place.. The
-ach
8 p. m. C. H. Stewari
month
at
SILVER
new product lias been found after LOST Between Douglas and National
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; T. W
years of study and practical experiBignet
ring, Initial E. Finder tfnntague, Local
ments, the most recent of which have
Deputy. Tisltln
FRENCH-REY(STEplease notify Optic office.
members are especially welcone anr
given eminently satisfactory results
The process consists In transforming
ordially Invited.
IIWRN FINISH
straw into a solid material having the
i
'
ATTOIWTEYS
resistance of oak. The straw, after
1
V
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBU8, COUN.
being cut into small pieces, is reduced
HUNKER & HUNKER
EMPRESS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
to a paste by boiling. Certain chemiA,
Hnnaer.
George
Chester
A.
to
arti
O.
Hint
When
the
R, C. hall.
Thursday
cals are then added.
paste
can be tk- v
Pioneer building. Visiting members I
Attorneys- has been reduced to a homogeneous
tained
in
thii
city from
mass it Is put into presses, and planks, Las Vegas.
New M axl
re cordially Invited. Richard Devine,
sizes
of
all
and
laths
moldings
beams,
? K : "Yatilr Angel, V. S.
are readily made. This new material
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
can be sawed like natural wood. As
Dentist
a fuel it emitB a bright flame and little
Dental work of any description at
smoke. It Is further said to be adapmoderate prices
table to the manufacture of match
MCfo par IN ft
2,000 lbs,, or Mors, Each Dal vary
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
stems.
1,000 Iba., to 2,000 Iba., Each Delivery
.25e par 181 lbs.
Main 3S1. Residence Phone Main 413
200 Ibt., to 1,000 lbs. Each Dallvtry .MaW.M. ,MS9o per 18S is
East Las Vegas. New Mexico
For the "Rubber" Plant.
50 Ibt, to 201 Iba., Each D!!vtry
1$t lk&
pr 1ES
Should anyone have a tall India rubIfe
- Last than 51 Ibt Each Dallvtry
,f9o ptr
ber plant that has become bare of Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladle
leaves at the bottom, and hence unMRS. OLLIE SHEARER
sightly, they should go out for a coun- General Massage, Hair and Scalp
try walk and collect some fresh moss
Treatment, Facial Massage, Maul-- .
a 4mP bank, and then proceed
Harvester!, Btorera, and Distributors fj Hattral let, tat TwtOt KSl
.
cure, Chiropody.
to treat the plant as follows f Close
Lastlag Qualities ! WMa. Bar Made Las Vesa
Steam Laundry Building
to the base of the lowest leaves cut a
OFFICE 71 DOUGLAS AVENUE
Phone Vegas 128
notch half way through the stem, and
then slit the latter upwards for an Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
inch. Insert, in this cleft a small pebble to keep it open ; then get the moss
MONUMENT CO
and place a thick layer around the
N. M.
Albuquerque,
wound and bind it securely with twine,
E.
215
Central
Keep the moss constantly moist. In
23 Tears Practical Experience.
about two months roots will form in
W W. BOWERS
the moss, and when these are seen B. A. JONES
coming through, sever the stem and
plant the moss and stem in good soil NEW MEXICO TESTING LABORAin a pot; then in due course you will
TORIES
get a nice dwarf plant.
ASSAY ANYTHING
415 Copper Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
Indian Legend.
m f3
tmwl i VatHM-ftBi- tsi
dBislHed1 tdA ftre
!
According to an old Cherokee legend,
Rheumatic Pains Relieved
J
wsrti
IMbi
artlalaJ
thest who MOOT
when plants and animals were ere
lit
Why suffer from rheumatism when
ated, they were told to watch and keep
a ft HTWia.KCIl
relief
fZ-- l
a
be
had
so
coet?
small
may,
at
Till frcjerty y waal
awake for seven nights. The fire!
Mrs.
Elmer
writes.
Ind.,
Hatch,
memt,
Peru,
&
animals
tMa
wat rtsds tht sda. la
night nearly all the
stayed
sarpfcy
awake.
The next night several of "I have been subject to attacks of
w
t7rBat4
your pmsrty mltm II
them dropped asleep. The third night rheumatism for years. Chamberlain's
still more went to sleep. At last, on Liniment always relieves me Imme
tJJ. l ttl mswjswir irsml
Otnent. ni tmA
the seventh night, only the owl, the diately, and I take
Esa:u'"V' J
twsfli
t
anxXoM
pleasure la rector)
trt
fty
It to others." 25 and 50
sax
ommending
If
ssf
nd
txm
WitaM
&
tozaitttft,
still awake. Therefore they have the cent bottles. For
sale by all dealers
power to see and go about in the
Adv.
went to sleep
dark. Even the trt
- TvU
II f.'J 35
Aa tht si?-- Ti I tfa, tfaf
t$ 3
Only the cedars, the pine- - tnR spruce
i,
r..
w
.
r
zt i
t
ti'-H
t
eiw
t
ft
the holly and the laurel were awake
i.ll seven nights.
Therefore they art
WANTED Clean cotton rags
a
always green.
Outlo office.
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WHAT KITTY MEANT
By F. H. SWEET.
As they walked she told her companion of new plaiJB.i That very day

he had secured employment In the
Manket factory, and would commence work the next morning.
Six months before she had come
home a broken wreck her husband
recently killed in a drunken brawl,
tier own life spoiled, as she thought,
by the man against whom she bad
been warned. But now, with renewed
health and resolution, she was about
to commence life again, to build up
from the wreck. Halstead listened
quietly until she had finished, then
broke out:
"You know there ain't no need for
It, Kitty. You know I've been wait-Ifor you to get strong ao I could
ay the same thing I did before be- fore you met him.
It didn't seem
when you first
to
you
persuade
right
came, you was so weak an' tired,
But now you're strong again an'
know your own mind! An', Kitty"- his voice trembling in spite of his ef
"I've been waitforts at
Jn' a good many years. I've never
felt to marry anybody else."
Her hand rose impetuously, to stop
self-contr-

.

him.
"'But you must think to marry
somebody else, Halstead," she said.
earnestly. "You're too good a man
to be wasted that way. An' you must
stop thlnldn' of me, for it can't ever
be, after after what's gone by.
ain't much, but I couldn't be so mean
as to harm a man like that Now,

Halstead, please" touching his arm
as she saw the grim amusement on
his face "don't make me go on feel
in' I've ruined your life. There'!
Nelly Bocup. She likes you, an"
Halsted laughed aloud.
"No
that way, Kitty,"
he interrupted. "I want you, an' If I
can't have you now, I'm willin' to
wait awhile. When it gets too hard
I shall grab yod up an' run so faBt
an' far you won't be able to get
breath to say no."
"I'm sorry, Halstead." There were
tears in Kitty's eyes, but her voice
was firm. "I shan't ever marry any
man to hamper hira. It won't, be no
use for you to wait and ask me
again, ever."
use-talkl-

'

There was much sickness In the
town that fall a malignant spotted
fever, highly contagious and one by
one the poorer portions of the town
were put under quarantine. Then one
evening Halstead helped what he
thought to be a drunken man to his
home, and the. next day the man came
down with the fever, and within a
week was dead. Within an hour after Halstead heard this he was on his
way to the woods for what ho said
was to be a few days' hunting. In
reality, it was to watch 'himself.
One morning before people had begun to appear oh the streets, he staggered to the sidewalk outside the
fence of his sister's home, where
Kitty boarded.
"Mary, oh, Mary," he called. Then
when his sister appeared at the door.
"Don't come any nearer. You know
that empty cabin up by the big rock,
where we walk sometimes?"
"Yea."
"Well, I want you to send some food
and water there, eoon's you can. I've

got the fever.

Wait," raising his

voice a little bitterly as she withdrew

Y

4

hurriedly into the house, "There ain't
a mite of danger this far, not for you
nor the children. I won't go near the
cabin till you get the things In, so
It'll be safe. I'll stay off In the woodn
. a couple of hours. But please hurry,
for I'm beginnin' to lose sense ol
things."
''Halstead!" it was a quiet butper
euiptory voice from an upper window.
Halstead raised his eyes and tried to
foe his mind on what he saw there.
'Kitty, Kitty," he said, dreamily,
"that youT Better go in an shut the
window.
May bo too wind's blowin'
stmt way."
' "Halstead," th vole said slowly
na distinctly, "can yon go straight
to the cabin by yourself T'
"Course," Indignantly, "straight's an
arrow.' But I'll wait two hours.".
"No," peremptorily, "you must go at
once, straight. I will see about the
food and everything else. I'll have a
doctor there almost as soon as you
are. An' 111 have a nurse. I'd make
you come in here, but there's your sister and her children, an' there's children in both the next houses. So
maybe It wouldn't he best. No go,
traight, straight to the cabin."
Halstead raised his hand to his
But the yolce
forehead undecidedly.
toad been clear' and incisive, and just
now it was easier for him to obey
than to think. So he nodded vaguely
and staggered up the sidewalk. Kitty
watched him anxiously until she realized that, in spite of his wavering
steps, he was heading toward the
cabin. Then she hurried dowi. vairs.
Mary met her at the foot
"What do you mean, Kitty?" she
began, wildly; "you're not going up
there to him, an' then come back to
me an' thw children?
Most everybody's died of the fever so far."
"That's all right, Mary," answered
Kitty soothingly. "I'm not comin'
back. You wouldn't have Halstead
ba without a nurse, would you?"
"But everybody dies most, an' you'll
sure take it," remonstrated Mary
hysterically.
Halstead did rot die, but It was
more than three months before he
was able to leave his bed and totter
across the cabin floor to a aeat in the
tfourwajO There be tat for a long

nine, gasping for breath and gazing ADVICE FROM THE VETERAN
moodily at the distant mountain tops.
Kitty came to him there after she had Actor's Opinion of Ability of His
arranged his bed and tidied the room
Would-B- o
Colleague Was Not In
"Doesn't it' look good, Halstead?"
the Least Degree Flattering.
she said.
He did not answer at once, but
The veteran actor, C. W. Couldock,
presently turned to her with a dreary who is probably best remembered by
smile.
the
for his impersonation
"I I don't know as it does, Kitty," of theatergoers
Dunstan Kirk in "Hazel Klrke"
he replied. "You heard the doctor
many years ago, was putting a com
tell me it would likely be six months
for a contemplated
pany
before I would begin to do any work, tour. together
The actors were to be recruit
an' that my eyes an' hearin' wouldn't ed from a stock
company in Cleveland,
ever be quite so good again. That's Ohio.
,
as
to
same
if I was gettin'
Just the
Mr. Couldock, addressing one of the
be an old man." He was silent for
that
some minutes, then added: "An' that actors, Ogden by name, asked
to see him (Couldock) In
ain't all, Kitty. It'll take every cent gentleman
room after the perform
I've got to pay the doctor. You Bee, his dressing
aqce.
I
before you came,
never saved anyas soon as
Ogden was on the
thing. I didn't feel any need. What he heard the curtain job
bump the floor.
I got I spent to help Mary an' the
said Couldock, "what busichildren. I've only been puttin' by "Ogden,"
ness are you supposed to be play
the few months you was here, before
I was sick. What is It?" for she was ing?"
"Second comedy, sir."
now standing by his side, her band
"What might your salary be?"
into
his
down
upon
shoulder, smiling
"Twelve dollars a week, sir."
his face.
"How much do you pay for board?"
"Will you marry me, Halstead?"
"Five dollars a week, sir."
He gazed at her stupidly for a mo
"Well," said Couldock, very slowly,
ment then bis lips began to quiver.
"If I was a young man and my name
"Don't Kitty," was all he said.
was Ogden, and I was playing second
"But I mean it, Halstead," earn comedy, and I was setting $12 a
estly. "I said I would never marry week and paid f 6 for board, I'd try to
a man to hamper him, but I'm strong put by a little each week, say, 60
an' well now, an' you're weak, an' the cents (even if I bad to give up some
doctor says I can get all the work I of my beer) tm 1 got 2.50."
want nursin'. I can be makin' money
"And then?" said the Jubilant Of
"
while you're getting strong, an'," low- den.
store
"I'd go to a good second-hanering her voice a little, "I believe
I've always loved you, Halstead, al- and buy a good hatchet and chop my
"
ways. That that other was only a d
head off."
P. 6. Ogden wasn't enfaged. ChV
crazy spell.
Why, Halstead!" her
voice suddenly catching and then .cgo Journal.
breaking into a sob.
For the tears were streaming down
Halstead's face now. But he held out ACT ON FIRST IMPRESSIONS
his arms.
Old Adage That "He Who Hesitates
Is Lost," I a Whole Bundle
of Truth,
ENGLISH NEEDS A STRAINER

in the District

Acaio

In a letter to a friend at a groat
moral crisis in His life Darwin ex
pressed an observation which is con
Correct.
firmed by general experience.
The
The announcement that a society action which had suggested itself to
the crisis he
has been organized in England for the him when he first faced
'
purpose of disinterring the English had condemned as dishonorable. On
further consideration, when he was
language from the English pronunciation will be hailed with deep delight sorely tempted to proceed, he told his
friend of the struggle he was having,
by Americans.
This Bociety means much to us. Foi but added, "First impressions are gen
generations Americans have been ac- erally right," and he proposed to stand
cused of shocking crimes against the by his first impression that the course
English language. According to Eng- in view would be dishonorable.
When a moral question involving
lishmen, who get more indignant ovei
this crime than almost any other ex- difficulties is put up to a peion his
first impression is. on the merits oi
cept that of beating England in athletics, we have racked, maimed, twist- the question, without reference to the
their difficulties of the course. Later the
ed, butchered and unjointed
peerless tongue beyond recognition difficulties begin to loom up, and cauWe have admitted this with sorrow, tion is apt to get the better of the
but when it came to reform we have doubter.
Reflection on a matter of disagree
been helpless. Which one of the 79
dialects and contortions of English able duty often paralyzes action. The
adage, "He who hesitates is lost," emBpoken in England have we defaced?
Has it been Cornish, Yorkshire, Cock- bodies a store of wisdom.
ney or society English? Has it been
Oxford English, Liverpool English, oi
Got Her Souvenir.
stage English? Has it been the EngThere is a certain famous violinist
lish which makes "d's" out of all the who
visits this country, and
n's" or the English which trans who, frequently
among his acquaintances, is al
plants "h's?" Has it been the Eng most as noted for his parsimony as foi
lish which uses "brekker" for break his
Among this musician's
genius.
fast, or that peculiar brand which sub- admirers was a young woman who
stitutes "nycher" for nature, "audjins" was determined, if possible, to profor audience, and which says "tup
cure some souvenir of the great man.
"
as confidently as if it Her
opportunity cameone rainy day
were spelled that way?
when she chanced to encounter the
All of this uncertainty has baffled musician on
He was proBroadway.
conscientious Americans. In fact. It vided with an old cotton umbrella,
has puzzled us to the point of paraly green with age; while the young womsis. But now that Robert Bridges
an carried a nice new silk one. She
the new poet laureate, who seems disstopped him for a moment, exclaim
posed to do something more humane ing: "Oh, if you would only give me
than anniversary verse, has headed some slight remembrance of yourseli
an expedition for the selection of a
no matter how small!" The grcai
real English tongue, we may take man surveyed her keenly, and then
hope.
gave a glance at the old cotton tm
There could be no real objection to brella that covered him. This he
talking pure English in this country thrust Into her hands, saying: "Cer
would
if the English
only agree tainly, my dear young lady. I shali
among themselves upon the test.
be delighted. We will exchange umCeorge Fitch in Collier's Weekly.
brellas."
Which. Dialect

23,

Gallegos,

SEVEM

as shown from the files and
record of ray offiee.
In Testimony Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and the seal of said
Court, at my offioe in Roawell this
23rd day of April, 1914.
R. F. BALLARD.

County Clerk

COURT JUDGMENT

Clerk.
MYHY PARSONS.
Deputy Clerk.

Judgment and Order of the Court
This cause coming on to tie heard
on the 22nd day of Apr. 1914. the District Attorney representing the .plaintiff announced that lie will not further prosecute said cause, and thereupon moved to dismiss the same.
The court after having duly considered said motion orders that said
cause be dismissed.
It is therefore, ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that the order of the District
Court for the county of Torrance in
said state, made on the 20th day of
December, 1913, suspending said defendant! from the office of County
Clerk of said County of Torrance pend
ing the final trial of this cause, be
and the game is hereby vacated and

set

1914.

Court., Chavez County, feudant,

of Torrance County, Defend
ant.

has a stimulating effect on the stomach, liver and bowels is Foley Cathartic Tablets. Thoroughly cleansing in
action, they keep you regular with no
griping and no unpleasant after effects. They Temove that gassy distended feeling so uncomfortable to
stout persons. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

kota county superintendent's association began here today and will continue in session over tomorrow. TUi
presence on the program of such no,
ed educators as Dr. p. P, Claxto-;- ,
United States commissioner of education, and the heads of the leadirg
schools and colleges of North Dakofc,
gives promise of the most profitable
meeting in the htetoiy of the associju.

EDUCATORS AT DEVIL'S LAKE
tion.
Gives Comfort to Stout Persons
Devil's Lake, N. D, April 28. The
A good wholesome cathartic that annual convention
of tha North Da
Subscribe for The
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LAS VEGAS
INTEREST'PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

It Is furtiier ORDERED and AD
JUDGED by the court that defendant
Acasio Gallegos !be, and he hereby is,
reinstated to the office of Count?
Clerk of said County of Torrance from
hlch he has been suspended..
GRANVILLE

d

It Nearest

APRIL

State of Nmw Mexico.
Ssare of New Mexico, Plaintiff,

-

George Fitch Wonder
of the Country

TUESDAY,

RICHARDSON,
Judcrn.
of New Mexico,
f

State

Fifth Judicial District,
Bfl.
County of Onavesi
I, the undersigned, Clerk of the Dis
trict Court Of the Fifth TmlMal rvio.
trlct of the Statf of New Mexico In
and for the County of Chaves, do hereby certify that h& above and foregoing is a true and complete copy of
an original Jndriment ant. civflpr nf
the Court in a caUe lately ppjidins In
mo mui cMiiiu wuic, wiuerem rne state
of New Mexico wis plaintiff and Acas-io Gallegos, Counl y Clerk of Torrance
County, State of New Mexico, was do.
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It Wat PoMlbla.
A Vermont man recently visited his
brother, the owner of a ranch in one
of the arid regions of the west. As
the guest was shown over the placa,
the owner told him of the difficulties
and obstacles that had been overcome
in making the desert bloom, and he
also touched upon his plans for the
'

future.

"Yon amaze me, Bill," said the vis
"Is it possible to make a living on such land as lni and in such

itor.

a climate?"
"It sure is. I have had a good deal
more than a mere living."
'I am glad to hear that, for you
must have laid by something for a
rainy day."
The owner smiled. "I ve done bet
ter than that," he explained. "With
the help of an occasional rainy day,
I have
$nntrjvto lay by something
for the dry days.
Lippmcott s.
Gave Liberally to Education.
Henry W. Sage, an eminent philan
thropist, was born 100 years ago in
Middletown, Conn. At the age of
twenty he went to Ithaca, N. Y., and
engaged in the mercantile business
with an uncle. In 1854 he became interested in the lumber regions of
Canada and the west. He bought ex
tensive tracts of land, erected the
largest sawmill In Michigan, and ac-

cumulated a large fortune as a lumber merchant Some years later be
returned to Ithaca, where he took an
active interest in the affairs of Cor
nell university. He established the
Sage College for Women, and his
other benefactions to ths university
amounted to more than 11,000,000. He
also endowed a lectureship at Yale
college and founded a public library
Mr. Sage
in West Bay City, Mich.
wan a trustee of Cornel university
from 1870 until his death in IE97.

Little "Curtsies" of Children,
. A fashionable hostess recently gave
a most delightful party for children.
When awarding them prizes for theli
proficiency in various games she urged
the recipients to "make your little
curtsies and feel each time you do so
that you are saying 'thank you' foi
the prizes." It was a little lessor
so kindly put that it met with an Immediate response. And in these days,
when we hear so much about "man
nerB" it must often be felt that, it Is
the disappearance of those "little curt-sies- '
which
were once unfailing
among country children, that has gradually brought about a change in rural
as well as town "manners."
Neglect In teaching, not the loss oi
the spirit which can understand the
need of these graceful little acta, is
responsible for much we hear of the
decline of children's manners of today;

BEST QUALITY BOND ENVELOPES
NO. 6&.SIZB
4.00 per 1000

GOOD QUALITY

NO. 10

3x6

IN.
4.00

per 1000

for 50a

2.50

XXX BAG

$3.50 per 1000

2zV2

IN.
14.50

per

for 500

$2.50

13.50 for

ENVENO.

LOPES, NO. 674 SIZE

SIZE V,ix9b m.

12 SIZE

4xll

1000

2.?5

C

LN.

for 600

'

Criticised Gladstone.
Even Mr. Gladstone did not escape
the reputation of being a demagogue,
in the wicked sense. On one occasion he confessed (at Oxford) that in
his old age he had been driven to be
an agitator, in order to counterwork
the designs of Disraeli, and he made
confession "with pain and reluctance." i
Lord Shaftesbury took a very severe
view of this demagogue. "It Is a
new thing and a very serious thing to
see a prime minister on the stump.
Surely there is some little due' to
dignity of position. But to see him
running from Greenwich to" Black-heath- ,
to Woolwich, to New Cros3,
to every place where a barrel can be
set up, is more like Punch than the
premier." Nowadays we are rathei
proud of the energy of our groat
on whatever side tkt)
talk.
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You Surely Want the Best in

BIG COLOILEO MINSTR.EL SHOW

Olive Oil

NO MOTION PICTURES
First Show 7:15
Second Show 8:30

When making your Salad, or on

.

12

-:-

Admiesioii

a Physician's Prescription?

THE BEST IMPORTED IS

ANTONINL

15c 8c 25a

::

LOCAL

We have it in SMALL, MEDIUM and LARGE tfass bottles
And in One, one half, one quarter, one eighth one sixteenth
Gallon Tins. '

NEWS

Dance tonight at P.

B. Hall.

automobile lamps
o'clocki this evening.
Light

The Best California Oil is

Gylr.iar

Adv.

at

FRESH

tain resort Carriage out every Sat
urday morning, returning following
Friday; charge, Including passage
both ways $10. Special rates for long
er time. Address East Las Vegas,
Box B. Leave orders at Murphey's
or. Plaza hoteV-Adv- ,.

PINEAPPLES

JUST RECEIVED

35 Cents Each

'

v
J

!

Tuesday evenings instead of konday.
The company, wiH hold Its first drill
undetf this plan, idiiigltt. ,

have an excellent line
'fruitevery day?

Promoters Cordova and Montoya
iiAtvi iiwt y&t concluded arrangemento

"

GROCER

for the boxing contest that is to be
staged hene either next week or the
week following, but say that final announcement will be made this week.
The bont is to be between Young
Duran of this city and Harry Riede of
Denver.

WHAT IS IT?
I

It is the highest grade of shortening that can lie produced

ASK YOUR GROCER

AND BAKER

Headquarters fer the best
of all foods

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Operi Bar. Adv.

1

Tickets for the next Santa Fe con
cert will be ready Thursday morning
for the Santa Fe folk and also all
day Friday, on Saturday to the general public. The attraction will be
the College of Law tiee club of Los
Antreles and not the University of
California, as was announced last
week.
Mr. Busser of the reading
rooms has much good to say regard
ing the tflee club.

THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES IN THE CITY

ALL REPAIR WORK'
'GUARANTEED
LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
'..'

8:15

' '

FOR.MERLY

'

.

m

LAS' VEGAS

;

f

SALES COMPANY

O'CLOCK

FROM CRADLE TO GRAVE IN JAP
AN" AT OPERA HOUSE WEDNESDAY MGHT

ItlYOBB

:

AT

?

of fresh vegetables and

;

..;j.!

We also carry

VILL RISE

CURTAIN

Do you know that we

Boots and shoes maaau- - order,
cripples fitted perfectly. Repairing.
I have,
my shop at 621
Sixth street and Invite all my old
customers as well as new to call. Joe
Martin. Adv.

SNOWDRIFT

LIVEEY sxnd REPAIRING

'

ed

!!

AUTOMQBI

.
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
34th season of this famous moun

OF,

,

7:12

Captain.. Luia Armdjo of Company H
announced yesterday that the organization would drill In the future on

Store

SUNT

A

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

We have it in both GLASS BOTTLES and TIN CANS

tarns'

PEOPLE

12

Las Vegas is more generally liked
than this one, and as t has lwen
some time since the wonderful dogs
and ponies have been seen hero, every youngster in town will be on the
impatient list luntil show day comes
around.
Since seen hena last, according to
Mr. Jolly, the Gentrys have materially
increased the magnitude and impor
tance of the show, and while it will
lalwaya be referred to as "Gentry's
Gog and Poniy Show," there will be
seen this year, in addition to the
trained animal portion of the pro
gram, many new and novel features,
presented by a galaxy of the highest
class and highest paid circus per
formers procurable In this country and
Europe.
,S!

.

The curtain wil rise precisely at
tomorrow night at the
Duncan opera house and from that
liauruntil Its fall the audience will
be' enveloped in a Japanese environ- met, save only that, during the play- ng of "Drifted Apart," they will
'
breathe an English atmosphere.
The full program follows::
Duet from the overture to the
'Mikado," Mrs. Charles Kohn and
Miss Gladys

iX"

For the best on the market
us.
n
Miller
or plain thread. Mlchelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.

tolkp

Non-Ski-

McVay.

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP
"A Wand'ring Minstrel, I," "Mika-o,- "
Notioa was received at the local
Mr.
Sinon
Bacbarach.
'postoffiee today to the affect that the
GUARANTEED FOR ITS PEEFECTNESS
"One Fine Day," Madame Butter
lost office at Lo Alamos, N.Mex .,
Mrs.
Reiman.
would be discontiiraed May 31, 1914. fly,"
"Drifted Apart'" A one-ac- t
After that date mtil addressed to Los
English
Alamos will be delivered through this society drama.
Characters:
office.
Lady Gdwendoline Blooinfield, Mrs.
H. Landau.
The carnival enjoyed a good busiSir Geoffrey Rloomfield, Mr. Frank
ness last night, despite the cold
andau.
d
The
and the
"From the Cradle to. ihe Grave in
wheel proved the biggest attractions and were running: full blast all Japan," Dr. J. H. Landau. (Illustrat
' j ""
"k .'
evening. The evenings probably will ed by 120 superb views.)
"Three Little Maids From School,"
be warmer duritg the the next few
The New
Misses Leona Greenclay,
days, thus assuring larger crowds at "Mikado,"
Iiella
(
Van
Petten
-and Grace Lord.
the carnival each evening.
M.P1
Hoosier
Reservations at Murphey's.
''Wkite
About 7:30 o'clock this morning a
Beauty"
delivery wagon of the Ias Vegas
The cabinet of 40 new
FELLOWS HONOR
Steam laundry was slightly damaged
exclusive
The
features.
new
when a
horse hitched to the ve
Cabinet in a class by itself.
hicle decided to refrain, from mov
The leading- Kitchen CaORDER'S BIRTHDAY
ing, resolving, instead, to make himbinet of the world.
self a staunch kicker. Joe Ament,
Sold .at one price only
manager for the laundry, decided that EANQUET, FOLLOWED BY MUSI
a balky horse is worse than no horse
on liberal terms
CAL PROGRAM, FURNISHES
and is now searching' for a quadru
A JOLLY GOOD TIME
See This New Cabinet
ped that will assist in delivering the
TODAY.
laundry without, kicking. Why should
.Last night at its hall the Las Vegas
Hoosier
anybody kick on the Las Vegas laun lodge of the Order of Odd Fellows
You will marvel at its
celebrated in honor of the Nniety-fift- h
dry?
"White
Completeness.
anniversary of tihe order. The first
Advertised in Leading Magazines
part of the evening was spent at a
SHOW AT THE banquet, which wa excellent, and later other leaitertainmenit was in order. ''
Local Agents
Krand Master Thomas M. Elwood
THIS EVENING addressed the meeting and gave a sy.
nopsis of the history of the order. This
proved
interesting and brought fortn
"NASHVILLE
STUDENTS" WILL
TAX NOTICE
.
many interesting facts concerning the
FURNISH ENTERTAINMENT,
Odd Fellows. Several other talks
On the first day of May, the second
: ONE NIGHT ONLY ;
wera given, followed by 4 musical pro. half ot
the 1913 taxes' will, become
'
'
i
'
.;
lyi-V.
raw;'j Tho affair was attended bv due. All taxes not paid before June
As a
Browne
;sptjciarattratonv4he
Fellowa and their families.
will be subject to a penalty.
theater' has secured Thomas " Culll-igan- pdd:

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Iachine Shop

i

merry-g-roun-

Every man, woman, mid child ambi
tious to know something of the world
in which we live, every lover of the
beautiful, the fascinating and .every
one anxious to travel, without, the in
conveniences, expense and fatigue,
should witness the enthralling travel
ogue, ' From the CradJe to the Grave
in Japan'' at the Duncan opera house
Wednesday, April 29. Tt certainly
will be worth ten times the admission
price. Adv.

TIIE UGIIT LOVELY LOAVES.
from our
Pure Quill flour are the pride
of the careful housekeeper.
She likes to gee her family
and visitors enjoy them.
She enjoys them herself.
A sack of Pure Quill flour
makes poor baking almost
impossible. Order one today
and your bread, cakes, etc.,
will be as good as anybody's
better than most people's.
of broad made

15he

Las Vegas R.oller Mills

J

0D

-

That the city of Trinidad practic
ally is in the control of the strikers
and that many mercnants are
to close their stores at a minute's notice, expecting street riots,
was the statement this morning of
John Rogers of fcliatuity. Mr. Rogers,
who formerly resided in Las tegas,
arrived here last night with his,, wife
and daughter for a short visit; with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Sr., Mr. Rogers says the situa
tion is chaotic and that federal intervention cannot com too soon. Mr.
Rogers Is the owner of one of the pmall-e- r
mines in the Trinidad district.
Early in the struggle he recognized
the union, and his inlne, consequently! has been working regularly.' It
has been furnishing coal to the strik
ers' colonic, the union providing
,."NasJiyilie Students" for two
funds to purchase fuel.
perf ormandes on tonight only. The IIIALEfi TO ENLARGE
."students" put, on a, big colored minf strel show. Twelve people make up
HIS
AUTO
the company, which: was here some
HOSTELRY
time ago and playen, mtb the Duncan
opera house to a pleasej audience.
The first show will be given at 7:15 HE ALSO WILL PURChfAfe" A
CONTROLLING INTEREST IN
o'chwk and the second at 8:30 oMock
5? THE CONCERN
There win be no motion pictures, but
an entire hour of fun and music
WiUism Whalcn this morning an
att minstrels only can furnish,
nounced
arrangementa are now
An
"
admission fee ;o 35 cents ,md 25
'
i
landing whereby be will assume comcents will he charged.
klete control of
thejAs Vegas Auto
and Machine company. Mr. Whalen ia
making arrangements to purchase the
GENTRY BROTHERS;
share of the property now owned by
'
David S idler. ......
It also wasa nnnoiinced tfhat within
SHOI? IS
a short time work will ihe started on a
large addition that is to.be built to
FAMOUS DOG AND PONY EXHIBthe present structure ne,r Fountain
ITION TO BE SEEN HER ON
Tills aildition" will
Square.
modDiamond-- ?
ern in every way and is to be built to
MAY SEVENTH accomodate the heavy business that
April's L'.rCrAo ne
Vlln NN". Jolly, conn-actinagent for will continue, beginning this summer,
the Gentry Brothers' Famous Show, is for two years because of increased
aymootoes p
in,. the city complcti
:Z v: '.lows
'arrangements siuto traffic to California).
Cor the
The new addition will be steam-heateappearance of this great 'train- stores in la fascination
Mi animal
and will be afire-p-r oof structure.
exwhich
will
I'a'.k
s be- exhibition,
or mar.Vin'l.
hibit
7. This A special apparatus uriii
here
on
irmfniiofi
May
Thursday
X,
I', i e yo;i . y
iiftcxnocon Mr. Jolly announced ..that for the washing of automobiles and
the fehow grcnmdsi would be located on numerous otther features will be addtliec ornor of Sixth street and Haea ed that will make the garage the most
iveniiS', where twi
performances complete in the cifiy.
pre-pare- d
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H. Erie Hoke,

Beauty'

J. C, JOHNSEN & SON

BilOiE

President
p. Jefferson Reynolds,
& B. Davis, Vice President
Raynolds, Vice President

E. D.
HaDct Raynolds, Cashier.

Just Received

I.,--

Assistant Cashier.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANG

'

OP LAS VEGAS, N. M.
Capita!, $100,000; Surplus and TJndivided Profits, $23,000.

In every department
a.re prepared

of Banking we
to give the Hst of service
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will Vie stven.
Xo show, big or

lit!l. that visits

SubacriDS for Tkf)

osnc.

ETJGENIO ROMERO,
County Treasurer.

POWDER

CIICUS GROUNDS
Corner Faca Are. end 6th

HQUSh ATTACKEP

El Paso, Texas, April 3 28. Troop
A, Fifteenth United States .cavalry.
was. called late last night from.
miles east of El Paso, to a

I
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St.
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rrrmmMt

i5Riy

I.

wfm

'

powder storehouse nearby, on an
alarm from the civilian guards-,- In
charge. The guards said several
shots had been fired at them from
the darkness. The cavalry guarded
the place all night and this mornlmr
found many tracks In the vicinity.
The powder house is about a mile
from the Mexican line.
-
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EVANS TO PLAY IN ENGLAND
Bosto, Masa,, April
Ev
ans, former holder of Uia western amateur golf championship, sailed, for
England on the Carmamia todaiy to

vsiw; n" "l

28.T-C- hick

play in the British amateur champion
ship tournamteiit at Sandwich next
month. As Francis Ouimet and Jer
ome D. Travera are already In Eng
land the arrival of Evaus will complete tihe ranks of the trio, the mem- tars of which are generally recognized
ast tha three leading amateur
golf
players of the United States.
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ARE BARRED

Banta Fe, April 23.. In' an opinion
handed down by Assistant Attorney minor In a, poolroom, even if the
of the minor should consent to
General Harry S. Clancy today, it is
held that, it, is illegal to employ a his being bo employed.
par-tint- s

